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I, laTfiomcTiQs 
Stotilily and vitality are of fondaaental istportaace in any "breeding 
program icath farm animals. 332ey detenaine in a large measore the aoomit 
of selection that nay "be practiced. In order to select for any traits, 
the breeder naist have a sxtrplus over and sflbove replacement needs, Also 
the breeder's income, as -well as his ability to select, rests on the 
reproductive ability of his animals. 
In general the r^rodoctive rates of farm animals are low in con-
parison with plaats and other organisais. Some classes of fam animals, 
gu.ch as cattle and sheep, require aore than one breeding animal on the 
fana for each conmercial animal that goes to oaifeet. While individual 
flocks of she^ often show sore than one lasib raised for each eine, it is 
probable that the average for the cotintry as a whole is less than one 
lamb raised for each ewe "bred. In the case of cattle, the reprodactive 
rate will he less than it is for she^ hecaase of the rarily of araltiple 
births. "Sfith a 70 percent calf crop raised and a few death losses in 
addition, there trill he close to three breeding cattle on the fains for 
each two which get oariceted each year. Swine have higher reproductive 
rates than cattle or she^, hat even, with then, the ratio of hreoding 
aniiaala to animals siariceted is probably less than oEte to five. 
Inbreeding of aniaals and cross pollinated plants has usoally re­
sulted in fertility and vigor decreasing as the inbreeding increased. 
Many inbred lines of com yield about one-fourth as much as tbs ordinary 
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open pollinated varieties from wliicli they vere derived. It is dotQjtful 
if breeders of aainals can afford such decreases in areproductive rates, 
even tboii^h considerable gains resolt froa crossing inbred lines after 
ti^ have been develOTed. Where the com breeder can ezpaid. his stodcs 
by as stuch as 200 to 300 to one in a sin^e year, the swine breeder has 
to be content with an ej^jansion of about five (probably leas) to one. 
This means that animal improvement throng the use of inbred lines will 
be slow and that reproductive rates need to be Biaintained, 
The behavior of fertilily and vitality in inbred lines will in a 
large raeasxore be a function of the genetic constitution of the foundation 
'^imals, the rate at which inbreeding increases, and the ajaount of selec­
tion practiced. If only a few genes in the foundation aninals have adverse 
effects, selection may be effective in preventing a decline in fertility 
and vitality, even though inbreeding increases at a considerable rate. 
If, on the other hand, the foundation stock cariled many genes with adverse 
effects, selection nay be sQjnost potrerless unless inbreeding is increased 
slowly. 
Inheritance is fcindsnentally a process of ssnpling from a saaale, 
sasipling from that socrole, etc. Sach generation has a sainple of the genes 
of the previous generation with the genes not passed on to the next gener­
ation being lost froia the population, ^hen only one gene of an allelic 
series is represented in the population, that locus is fixed and cannot be 
changed except by mutation. With small numbers of animals iu each gener­
ation the sample of genes which constitutes the next generation is small 
and will often differ widely from the coB5)Osition of the sasrole in the 
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preceding generation. SHiis is basically the -wsy in which inbreeding alters 
the genetic co2:5>osition of a line, With the chance fixation of genes whicb. 
accon^anies inbreeding, the 'oadeairable genes are fixed alsiost as readily 
as the desirable genes. 
If laore aninals are raitssd than are needed for noxnal replacement re-
q-airenents,selection offers socie oppojrb-nnity for influencing the consti­
tution of the sa!i?>le of genes from which the next generation is drawn. 
Lines which barely maintain themselreg tfill offer alJaost no opport-unity 
for screening oat aoy undesirables before the next sample is dra«i. 
Also of iaportance is the effect of fertility end ritaliiy on the 
length of tine required to dsv^op inbred lines. It is to be ejected that 
a large percentage of the inbred lines urill bo laasatisfactory and tdll need 
to be discarded. If fertility and vitaliiy decrease veiy Hoch, the average 
length of time required to get froH one generation to the next will in­
crease as inbreeding advances, increase in the tine required per gen­
eration rill decrease the number of inbred lines ^rhich nay be developed 
•pith a given Bating system and set of facilities, 
Host of the studies of data from swine breeding esperiaents have dealt 
with such characters as growth rate and feed xstilization, The iii5>or-
tance of fertility and vitality has been recognised and ^>preciated, but 
they have received little detailed and quantitative strxdy. There is a 
need for aore inforniation on their behavior under different breeding systeas. 
The purpose of this investigation was as follows: 
1, To study the effect of inbreeding on fertility of the dasa 
and vitality of the pig, 
2. To obtain estiaates of heritabili'ty for fertili'ty and vitality. 
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II. BSVIET7 OP THB LlfERAlDHB 
A. fertility and Tltality In Svim 
Bitting (1898) studied iaerd Ijook data to see if tliere had "been sny 
decrease in litter size froa the time at which the herd "books itexe 
started. He compared the first two handred litters that had been reg­
istered ^th the last two hnndred. Of the six association records 
studiedt litter size of the last two handred litters -was greater in the 
case of three, less in twj and almost the sane in one. His data also 
shoir aifferences in litter size ssnong the different "breeds, 
2osi32el*s (190S) stud5r of herd "book data for the Poland China and the 
airoc Jersey breeds showed average litter sizes of 7,52 and 9.26, re^>ec-
tively. Surface (1909) made a statistical analysis of 2aBEiel*s data and 
concluded that it wsis extreaaly tinlikely that the differences were dne 
to chance, 
Went^jsorth and Aohel (1916) made a study of 3450 litters taken from 
herd books and condTided that mmerovs non-genetic factors lioited the 
ftill ea^ression of the inljom possi"bilities of the acw, 
Gsgaighaft?. and 2ice (1920) foond that yearling sows farrowed approad-
aately one pig per litter less than two-yesjvolds, the averages "being 7,5 
and 8,6, respectively, also reported a tenden^ for the larger litters 
to have a higher percentage of we^ and iisBature pigs than the smaller 
litters. Litter size was fouad to increase with the age of the sow. 
jSHlinger's (1921) stuc^" of 134 Danish sows T^ch had farrowed ten 
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consecutire litters shoved that litter size increased with age up to about 
the sixtb litter. If selection for litter size tos actiaally being prac-
^icad in the herds froia trhich tbeae data were taken., his estimate of the 
effect of age nay be less than the true oae T^ich 'notild "be made TTom trnly 
unselected data, 
Christensen, Thoapson, and Jorgensen (192$) reported breed differ­
ences among five purebred herds kept at the Horth Daicota Station, ranging 
from an average of 8,2 to an average of 11,7 pigs farro-wed. Death losses 
•srere greatest in the first after farrowing idth. perc«it of total 
mortality for the first, second, third and ninth week being 69, 9, 4, and 
0,3 percent, respectively, 
Axelsson (1928 and 1934) found correlation coefficients between the 
number bom and the nccaber alive at three we^s to be .676 aad ,708 for 
the large Waxte and the Swedish Landrace breads, reroectively. He reported 
that the percentage of undersized pigs increased with litter size, E5.a 
data showed that Eortality in the first three we^s increases with litter 
size from less than 10 percent of all pigs bom alive for the ssiall litters 
to more than 50 percent for the largest litters. There was a net increase 
in the number reared to three weekis as litter size increased to about 14 
pigs farrowed. In litters larger than 14 liom, the nunber reared to three 
weeks declined, j^roxlmately 20 percent of the pigs bom alive died in 
the first three we^s, 
Johansson (1929 and 1931) concluded that the genetic aspect of pro­
lificacy was of secondary importance, 39 found that the ntmber farrowed 
Increased xp to about the fourth litter and tendsd to be about the same 
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thereafter. In his data the mortalwas higher for the older dams feViaw 
for gilts or yotmg dams. She correlation betiseen first aad second litters 
from the saae daa 0,065 i, ,0S9 while that oetTreen the first fotar lit­
ters of a daa and the first fo-ur litters of her daughter •was ,129 "t .079, 
Keith (1930) studied the records of five breeds of swine icept at the 
Illinois Station froa 1903 to 1325, His data shoired that litter size 
creased Td.th age up to about four years of age. He reports intrahreed 
correlations ostwaen first and second litters, first and third, second 
and third, etc, (his tshl® 5) which yield an average correlation of ,21 
(hy Fishsr's Z ssthod), Ho effect of age at the first breeding on fer­
tility was noted, 
iiCphes and Seller (1934) reported that stillborn pigs were lighter 
in •sreight and aore variable than those bom alive, !I!he percentage of 
stillbora pigs greatest for the very large and the very aaall litters. 
Litters vrith more than 12 pigs and those ijith two or less showed an average 
of 11,7 percent stillborn, while the average for the renaining litters was 
3,6 percent. It is to be expected large litters night contain more still-
bom pigs because of overcrowding, conpetition and other environmental 
factors, but it is rather surprising that the veiy saall litters wold also 
contain a. Mgh percentage of stillboms, 2hfise results suggest that in the 
case of soEie litters, there laay be factors which have an adverse effect on 
the whole litters, Perh^s a large proportion of the veiy sasll litters 
represent only those embxyos -srhich were able to survive longest under un­
favorable enviroruaental or genetic circxsastances, 
Keazies Kitchen (1938) observed a aortality of 18 percent in 1,475 
litters studied in En^and, He believed that the litters in his study 
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received better than average care and that it likely that ahout on»> 
third of the pigs farroTsed alive in Sn^and failed to survive to maiket 
age. He fottnd a net increase in the nuciber -Beaned as litter size increased 
vp to 12 pigs farrowed. In litter® larger than 12, death losses exceeded 
the increase fToia extra pigs farrowed. 
In a stxidy of smproxisiately 17»000 Sanish Landrace pigs, Olsen {1S39) 
found 12.2, 17.4, and 21.3 percent of the pigs horn alive to "be dead at the 
end of the first, second and ei^th we^, respectively. 5?he aortality 
increased with the nunher of live pigs "bom, but there tss a net increase 
in the ntaaber of pigs reared until litters of 17 live pigs farrowed •were 
reached, jSpproxiaately one-half of the pigs that died daring the nursing 
period died TRithin the first fei? days. 
Lush and Holln (1S42) estimated r^eatabili'^ of litter size to be 
0,17. This estimate was based on inforaation from 7,'iL5 litters farrowed 
2,560 different so'srs in esqjeriment station and college herds of eigbt 
states and in herds maintained by the United States Bureau of Iniaal 
Industry for esperinental purposes. Litter size increased, on tlie average, 
by a little more than one-half pig frosa the first to tha second litter and 
by a little more than one pig from the second to the third litter. Proa 
the third litter until the sows were 4 1/2 years of age, litter size varied 
only a little, after which it declined, 
Asdell and Willman (1941) made a detailed study of 127 stillborn pigs, 
^proximately fifty pe3rcent of these pigs sho^red either a deformity or a 
pathological condition of one or more organs, More pigs were bom dead 
among those farrowed in the last than in the first half of parturition. 
Hi^ mortali^ -pas associated with large litters and old sows. Greater 
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raGPiaiilitj of "birth, wei^t inas noted for the stiiroom pigs. 
Schafer (19-Q.) investigated the effect of delivery time on nortality 
and fouGd tiiat the proportion of stillbirtiis increased T?ith delivery tiae. 
Pigs xhich 7!BTs crashed ia the first four days of life a longer aver­
age delivery time than did tisose that atirvived 'b^oad this age. -Tixe fra-
qaenc^ of stillbirths iacreased toward the end of parturition. 
S, lahreediag Sxperiaeats 
General 
Slast and Jones (1S19) have refvierred the early inbreeding sxperioents 
rather extensively and reference is made to them for a more coasplete review 
of the early -^rk. 
Castle, et al. (1906) practiced full-sih jaatings ^rith oiie line of 
iSrosophila for 59 generations and •sd.th t-m others for 28 generations to 
measure the effect of inbreeding on reproductive ability. One of these 
lines was tmifonaly lo'w throughout its developaeat while the other t^ 
•Rtere hig^ in reprodoctivs ahilit7. 1ot7 line also shovred a consideraole 
namber of infertile aatings, whereas this condition -was very infrequent 
in the other tw> lines. 
Shall (1910) reported the results ohtainod ^jd-th eight different com 
hybrid coa'oinations. On the hasis of these results and those reported 
previously (1908 and 1909) he concluded anong other things that; 
The progeny of every self-fertilized com plant is of inferior 
size, vigor and productireness, as coapared with the progeny of a 
normally cro89-l)red plant deriTed froa the saae source, Fais is 
true •vffcen the chosen parent is ahovs the average conditions as 
77^1 as when oelo's' it. 
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Ths (iecrease in vigor size •which aceoapanies self—fertili­
zation is greatest in. the first generation, and 13600065 less aad 
less in each succeeding gsnerption •antil a condition, is re?jched in 
•which tisre is (prescunax)ly) no more loss of vigor. 
King (1919) inbred rats for 2S generations and otserved no decline in 
litter sise or longevity, fwo strains, "A" and -Hrere developed fJroa four 
litter aates by fall-sib matings in each generation, 'JOiile both lines isrere 
considered to be equal or si5>erior to the controls, the "A" strain 
hi^er fertility and longevity than the "3^ strain. So recent report on the 
fertility or vitality of these rats has been foimd in the literature, bat 
Loeb, King and Sltuaeathsl (1S34) reported that the "A" strain had, at that 
r 
tia«, been inbred for 106 generations by fall-sib aatings. It was stated 
that the "3* strain died out between the 92nQ and 104th generation. 
Wright's (1322) analysis and interpretation of the U.S.B.A, inbreed­
ing investigation with ^linea pigs show a general decline in litter size 
sad vigor. Of 27 lines started in 1907 and, in the nsin, inbred by ftill— 
sib mstings, 17 survived to 1915. Ihe lines Trhich becssne ertinct did so 
largely because of lot? reproductive ability. 22ie data showed no line rhich 
•sas saperior to the others in all characteristics, but distinct differences 
•were shovn. for r^rodactive abilily as •well as for ssoipbological character­
istics, 
2. Inbreeding gginc 
Sentry (1905), a BeaScshire breeder, reported that he had used boars 
of his OTOi breeding for over tisenty yesrs without ssj adverse effects from 
inbreeding. He stated that h© did bring in some sotts in order to raise a 
boar with some outside blood, As no data or pedigrees were presented in. 
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the report, a few pedigrees of soiiaals "bred by bin rere studied. Most of 
tiia pedigrees wMcii vrere exaP-iiasd showed inbreeding (Wrist's coefficient) 
of 12,5 percent or less, but one vras fovaici which was above 40 percent. 
Hays (121S) reported on the inbreeding esperiiaents started by H^rward 
•cith s?ane in 1908, A Berksldre line contirmed xuitil ISIS shoxred reduced 
fertilitiy and vigor. Some sbnoTcalities sxich as ani atresia, lieroia, and 
enlarged hearts -nere observed, A line of Yortcshires becase extinct after 
two generations of fall—sib matings, 
HcPhee (1930), in a progress report of vrork by the United States 
Dopartaent of Agricolttare, stated that their inbred sows weened about one-
half as aiany jjotinds of pigs as noii-ijibreds, 
iloFhee, et al» (1931) gave the results obtained ^th 5 lines of Poland 
Chinas started iii 1922, These lines all failed in the second generation 
largely because of decreased fertility, high sortslity fro® birth to aatti-
rity, and a iiigh proportion of sales, fhe foundation sniaals •!?ere inbred 
6,25 to 12,5 percent. At the end of the second generation the inbreeding 
had reached 43 percent. 
Godb^ and Starkey (1S32) found no detrijuental effects from inbreed­
ing on constitution or size, 
Hodgson (19^1^ started five inbred lines in 1922 smd tso in 1926, 
Of those started in 1922 foxir had been lost by the end of the third genera­
tion, She other line originating in 1922 iras, at the time of the report, 
in the fifth generation, but its type -vras considered undesirabl®. The two 
lines started in 1926 had beeai propagated successfjilly. One -was in the 
sixth and the other Tfas in the eighth generation of full brother and sister 
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aiatinga. Soas dscreas© in litter size and rigor was ooserred as inbreeding 
increased, 
Hugnss (12oo) started as. inbred line of Beikshires from a litter of 
10 in 1932, He states that no loss in litter size or irigor resoltad froa 
inbreeding, 
Ihs Urjlted States Dcpsrtssnt of jlgrictiture Hsports (1934, 19S6 and 
19i57) give brief accoimts of 5?aE!.':rorth and Chester Wlxite lines started by 
the Department. Of six lines of Tasrsrorths st.-r^ed, t?© sorvived to the 
fifth generation th^ -rrer© discarded for lack of fecundity. Gf sev­
eral lines of Ghsster -Thites which frere started, two survived and -were in 
the se\-eath generation of full-sibbing at the tine of tlie report, A de­
cline in the nuafoer of pigs farroised and in vigor vras observed, 
l?illhsa and Craft (1939) give the results of aa experiment •eith Daroc 
Jersey's which vras st.irted by Cr?^ in 1933. 2:^ breeding ^stsB sjaottated 
to half-sibbing, soprosijaatslyj and si outbred line -was maintained as a 
control. They reported that litter size declined ia the first tw genera­
tions but appeared to level off to ?ji anrer?^ of about six pigs per litter, 
The avera^ litter size for the control lino ajaoTinted to 9,3 piss farrotied. 
The percentage of survivors at reaning followed s^roxisately the saae 
trend as litter size, declining froa 76 percent in the first to 45 percent 
in the eighth gsneration. She outbreds -neaned, on the avsragie, 64,2 per­
cent of the pi^s farroired over the entire period, Eo difference between 
the inbreds and the controls Tiras noted vrith T&spect to the interval batiseea 
litters, or as to a.39 of the so-s at the first farrovTing, She average in-
breadLag in the eighth generation was 45,6 percent. 
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HetsCT. Lambert and Zeller (1940) reported the results Td.th a line 
of Chester whites started 07 nri^t in 1922. Matiiigs ranged froa ftdl 
si^Js to c-atcrosses, Thsy state that selection bad "been for confonaatioa, 
irigor, litter size, and growth rate. iEhe inbreeding of the das had little 
effect on litter size, and the inhresding of the pig had a saall effect. 
Less than 20 percent of the variance -nas associated with heritaiility 
of litter size, 
3sker and Helmniller (1942) fovaid no decrease in tias iruaber of pigs 
fErrosed and -sreaned five lines of Iteoc Jerssirs after fo'ur years of 
inbreeding. The inoreeding coefficients for the parents and the pigs 
rare 23 and 30 percent, respectively, 
Winters, et al. (194S) sirmarizes the inbreeding e^eriments at the 
Minnesota station after 1837. Tvo of the original three Sodgson lines 
^>-©re discarded in 1957 for lo*- fertility, poor conformation, and poor 
perforaance. Of the 14 ner lines •s-hich have "been started, seTen have heen 
discarded, fhe data indicate that inbreeding decreases litter sis® and 
gro^pth rate. It is esticated that each ten percent increase in inbreeding 
aay result in the loss of one-half pig per litter and in a decrease of 
fo«r pounds in 180-dsy if?ei^t. 
Craft (1943) gare a general report of the procediires, objectives, 
and findings of the varions Bxperinent Stations rldch ore cooperating 
with the TJnitsd States Departnent of Agricolture in t]ie Segional Strine 
Breeding Laboratoiy, He reports that lines trhich have perfonaed 7:ell 
in the Dsginning have continued to do so, iThe two following conclusions 
are drasm: 
1. Stocks -srith Iott fertility, lovr vitality, or slow growth. 
rate, respond slo^rly, if at all, to selection for iiaproTe-
Bient. 
2, Genetically gaod. stock nay Ije iabred from five to ten times 
as fast as is the screrage practice in purehred herds •?7itb-
out serioTis loss of nerit, 
Comstock aad. Ifinters (1944), in a study hased. on estimates of herita-
"bility which have oeen obtained for litter size and. groirth rate, conclxide 
that inbreeding is smch more likely to cause a decline in litter size than 
it is in growth rate. 
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III. SOTHC3 OP DA2?A 
The data used in this investigation were t^en from, the records 
of 12 inbred lines of Poland China stTine which are usaintained at the 
Iowa Agricultursl Exneriaent Station In cooperation ^th the Re^onal 
Swine Breeding Lahoratory, Litters farrotjed "bj gilts in the spring 
seasons from 1939 to 1945, inclusive, and in the fall of 1944 and 1945 
faraishsd the data used. Eae first five years (1939 to 1944) providBd 
the data for the main body of the study. The 1945 results were used as 
a test or verification, of the findings ftoa the data of earlier years. 
In ths ^ring seasons fton 1939 to 1944 there were farrowed 3951 
pigs in 607 litters. These litters r^resented 70.2 percent of the 
spring litters farroTTCd by sows of all ages in these lines dnring this 
period, axcluding the litters from sows which had alreaijy farrowed 
one or nore litters simplified the analysis of the data and also pro­
vided annual sajroles of the dans in each line, xmbiased by selection 
based on previous litters. That considerable selection of dans was 
practiced is shotm by the percent of litters farrowed by gilts. Of 
the gilts which farroised each year, only about one-third or one-fotirth 
were k^t for later litters, a>wev®r, the nnmber of gilts kept over in 
any particular line was dependent on the nmber of replacenents necessary, 
It was desired that 10, 20 and 40 litters be jEaorrowed each ^ring in the 
one-, two-, and four-sire lines, respectively. When r^lacements T?ere 
scarce in any line more sows were held over for later litters. The size 
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of th« yeax-liD» subclasses (table 1) sbow, in general, the years in idiitii 
sufficient gilts •rer® avallaJJle in each line. As the herd was being ex­
panded in size, more older SOBS vots kept in the first two years (1939 and 
1940) then •was the case later. Prom 1941 to 1945, sraall naiabers (i.e. less 
than 3/4 of the desired litters in each of the different sized lines) usu­
ally aeaa that feir gilts were available for breeding, 




1941 1942 1943 1944 
IDotsls 
Scoutmaster 15 15 IS 26 26 31 128 
Has^eye 12 9 9 20 9 15 72 
Saterprise 6 4 1 1 5 6 23 
Infcrner 5 Uone I^ns 5 8 6 25 
Jtmbo 5 9 3 1 2 8 28 
Kickoff 6 4 4 8 4 4 30 
Chazmer 4 5 8 11 8 5 41 
Defender 4 4 4 3 9 8 32 
Fearless 2 1 9 6 6 4 28 
Grandse 6 5 7 10 7 7 43 
Alliance 6 5 15 19 17 18 80 
Blackbird 5 7 18 17 15 15 77 
iDotals 75 S9 93 128 116 125 507 
She origin, date of estisblishsent, and size of each line is sboim in 
table 2, The purchased groups were "unrelated to each other by comaon ancestry 
for at least the four generations immediately preceding their acquisition, 
EaP^ line has been naintsined as a closed population t?hich ^as ^prosdjnately 
the size indicated in table 2, As would be eajjected, accidents, disabilities, 
etc., caused the number of sires actaglly used each season often to exceed 
the desired aunber. The Tridest departures in this respect have occurred 
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•sfith the one-sire lines. It actuall?" tarned out that with one of the 
one-sire lines (Kickoff) there -was a per year average of less than one. 
Tills came froa tiie use of only one sire for aore than one season. 
Table 2, 3ate establishsd, ori^n and size of the 12 iaired lines 
of Poland China soine. 
Line Date Focmdation Uo, of Ko. of Average no. 
started stock litters sires of sires 
to I>e to "be used per 
farrowed used year 1939-
each 1944 for 
spring spring 
litters 
ScoutJaaster 1930 Purchased 40 4 4.00 
Ha-nkeye 1936 Scontiaaster 30 2 1.83 
Satei^rise 1937 ScoTJteaster 10 1 1.17 
Informer 1937 Scoufeaaster 10 1 1.25 
Jtaabo 1937 Seoutissster 10 1 1.17 
Kickoff 1938 Scoutmaster 10 1 0.83 
CharsEer 1938 Purchased 10 1 1.17 
Defender 1938 Purchased 10 1 1.67 
yearless 1938 Purchased 10 1 1.67 
Grandee 1938 Purchased 10 1 1.33 
Alllance 1938 Kickoff X Srandee 
20 2 2.00 
Blackoird 1938 Cbarsier x Fearless 
20 2 2.33 
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Ths avera^ inbreeding of the pigs by years for each line is sho^ai 
in figures It 2 and 3, IJhe eamected trend of the inbreeding per genera-
tion in each line vas esti3U2.ted ?rith tbs aq*cia.tioa 
( ) 
+ ( I 4- 1 ) 
( SU £H ) U - F') 
s f 
Vihere F is ths average inbreeding of the pigs for 'ilie generation In 
question, 
is the .•S'/erogB irshrcedlng of the preceding gsneratian, 
^ is the niiElJer of i^as used per generation, 
is the HXHiber' of feiasles uaed per esaer:?.fcion, 
She c-ver-igs ti;:ie reqaired to get frtjia ono generation to the next •jx.z taken 
as 1 1/4 years. In cOi^ating tlie scroectsd treads (slown in figures 1 to 3) 
for the liiioa in 7/-dCii tliere -jyas no inbreeding in 1938, zero zac taicea as 
the starting point- vhile for tl:i>se inhred to some e:cte:it in 1938, 
ths trends st.ca-t fron the v/ei^hted average of ';ho first three yoiirs. She 
t?;o-sire lines aad t.ie fonr-sire li rosso nail;,'' oio^e tc t^^e ej^ectsd 
trend. She ona-sire lines srs siore erratic t;i3n the largsr lines, Out, in 
general, they hs.r3 2.3ysaced in inhresdins a little nore slotrly than nsotild 
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Pigure 1, The average inbreeding and the expected inbreeding 





















Figure 2, The average inbreeding and the expected inbreeding 























1940 1942 1944 
Year 
Jigure 3, The average inbreeding and the espected inbreeding of 
foiar one-sire lines derived fron the Scontnaster line. 
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"be expected "by tlie use of one sire, 
The majority of the litters in this study were fanro-wed and raised 
at ttTo locations on the sane farm, "but soae -were farro*ed raised at 
a jhird location on another farm. The Scoutmaster line has been reprfr-
semted at all three locations in most of the years fSrosa which these data 
trere taken, and some of the other lines hasre had 'bBaacbsa at tyro locations 
in the same year, ^ con^aring vitality scored at the different locations 
within year and line it T;as possible to test the effect of location on 
vitality, 2he iseighted mean differences, witbin year and line (table 3), 
indicate that location effects on vitality tTere saall or nonexistent in 
these data, iEherofore, location tras ignored in the further asialysis of the 
data, 
Table 3. Weighted laean differences in vitality betrreen locations V7ithin 
year and line. 
Coi:5>arison Segrees-of Weighted mean Standard error "t" 





a Tmse thiree coisparisoiis ar« ziot strictly orthogonal to each other 
because some means -wore in more than one comparison. !Fhs degrees of free­
dom -rere taken as one less than the number of pairs in each cos^arison. 
The practice at each location was to interoin^e tl^ lines vith ea<^ 
method of coiaputing the vitality scores is e3?>lained on pages 31 to 
35.-
I - II 6 1.44 
II - III 23 -1.14 
II - III 4 -3.95 
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other. Since no lines at tbs same location were segregated physically, 
it is assmaed that earironaental conditions affecting fertility end rital-
ity irer© sigjlar for all lines, 
The Variation in weathar or other conditiozis vithin seasons coiald hare 
consideraible effect on the resxilta, psirtlcvjlsrly with reject to vitality, 
The small zrcEahers in nazay year-line sohclasses saake an estiaate of intrs-
season effects diffictilt, Breeding trss started each year for all lines on 
the same date so that, in genersil, one -Bonld expect the litters in eaidi 
yeaavline sobclass to have soaes&at the aasie distrihation th3roa^iout tbe 
farroTning period* 
If intrai-saason effects are present they •sTill in£LaJ« intra 'boar 
differences aJad diminish apparent differences "between sire means. Ihe 
necessity for replacing some boars after breeding began could cause some 
boar progenies to be concentrated in only part of the farro'wing season. 
If such cases -Rere frequent the estimates of variances within boars rottld 
Tse reduced, while that 'beftween "boars -Bonld "be increased, 
A st'ody of the data for 1942, 1945 and 1944 was made by grot?>ing 
the data •adthin years for each line, and plottii^g the means. Ho de^nita 
seas}zial trends trere noted. Since many of the yeai^lino subclasses TTere 
already small, it was not considered ad7lse3}la to sobdivide them into 
siore exactly contan^rary gror5)s within season, 
metlwds used in selecting breeding stodc for herd replacements 
anr! the manageenent and feeding practices ar© essentially the same as dee-
cri"bed by ^Shatley (1939) and do not need repetition here, 
Ijj. order to get a direct cos^arison of litters froaa inbz*ed dass with 
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litters line-cross dass, a series o f  paired eatings was made in recant 
years, Q-ilts farrotted in the fall of 1943 -HSre Tsred to farrow litters in 
the 1944 fall season, Eetii pair of ^Its consisted of an inbred gilt and 
a lino-cross gilt. One of the parental lines of each lin^cross gilt iras 
the sane as the line of the inhred gilt rith •»hich she ttss paired. Each 
pair of gilts ^t&s natal to a boar unrelated to cither of them. A total 
of 52 litters ^yere obtained tn tlae fall of 1S44 fron this series of matings. 
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17. pbdcsnniis 
A. Method of Lleasiireasat 
1. Vitality 
Pearl (1S2S) defined vitality, ia a general sense, as the degree of 
intensity of rital actions, This tfas a qaantitatiTe concept which cotild 
"be measured by rate of energy transfoisaatioa -vfithin specified limits of 
^ace and time, H© pointed out that any one of aaiy different aspects of 
ener^ transformation ni^t Iw used to aeasare vitality, ait he considered 
duration of life to be the best measure hecaxise it was an integration of 
all activities -Rlth respect to tiiae. Using sarvlTor^p distributions, 
he was able to sieasore the differences in arerage length of life mong 
Drosophila populations of different genetic constitations. V.'ith suitable 
transformations, he also sho'raed that the survivorship distributions of laan, 
Drosophila, and certain other organisms -Rcra similar, 
Becaase it is is^wssible to secure the necessary information, cons-
plete survivorship distributions for pigs cannot be constracted. Commer­
cial pigs usually go to aaricet before they reach, mature size, and only a 
ssaall fraction of the breeding animals are kept tax til they die flrcaa natural 
caiuses. Hence, as^r nteasure of pig vitaliiy based on age at death must uti­
lize mortality data -e^ch can be obtained in the first part of the life 
apaa, usually within the first five or six months of life, 
Ehe vitality score developed for use in this investigation is based 
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on the assonrotioa that pig vitality, if it cotild he measured accurately, 
follovs the noraal distribution. Total vitality is considsred as a ^uanti— 
tativ© character dapendent "05)011 at least several, perhaps many, genetic 
characters. iThile some of these genetic charactears may he sis^e lethal# 
that depend on a sin^e pair of genes, many of them -eill each he con­
trolled hy maoy gene pairs. 57his wjiild result ta a cosrolex distribution 
made i?) of many orerls^ming binomials. 
If gene effects are additire and gene firequencies near 0.5, and even 
when gane frequencies are considerably different from 0,5 the binomial 
becomes almost normal, as the number of gene pairs becomes large. Sven 
with a saall number of g)sn.e pairs the bin^ial gives & reasons^ly good 
ggproximation to the normal carre. Since it can be shonoi (Kenney 1938) 
that the sm of tvo or more Independant normal distributions is normally 
distributed, it is to be escpected that the sm of a number of independent 
binomial distributions will approach a normal distribution, 2his may ex­
plain vrbsr distributions which are normal, or nearly so, are so often encoun­
tered in biological data, 
"Sime-^ortality" data investigated "ty Bliss (193?) could, in most 
cases he considered, be fitted to a normal distribution by the use of his 
probit transformation. He was dealing isith data from grox^s of organisms 
which had been exposed to tozic agents until every member of the groxp 
reacted, fflls data were the ntaabers reacting in each time interval. She 
fact that with the probit transformation he obtained a good fit in most of 
the cases studied stpported his sssusrotion that sorvival time follows a 
normal distribution. 
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Titality in pigs has usually "been aeasorsd as tho percent aliv« at 
saa« chosen age. This allows each pig only one or the other of two values 
and tiie results laay differ according to the age chosen., lath a *desd-or-
alive* classification the ncanber of possiole values •rtiich the litter sverage 
may tafee will depend on the size of the litter and, e^ecially for anall 
litters, the classification will be rather coerse. Also the deatt-or-alive 
classification does not offer am opportunity to measure the variability 
aisong litter mates. A scale of Qeasoreaent which avoids some of the sore 
seriotis defects in the "percent alive" classification is needed. In an 
att«E5)t to Eeasare vitality siore precisely a scale of measareseat was 
der^oped -which was based on the age at death of those pigs that died. 
As the first step in finding a saita^Jle aeasore of vitality in the 
pigs in this study» a preliminary investigation was mad© on the data con­
cerning the fates of 2,341 pigs farro-wed l>y gilts in the spring seasons of 
1942, 194S, and 1944. Deaths which occtErred on or before 21 days of age 
were obtained froa recorded ages at death, A few pigs which *ere bom 
alive, bTzt lyere missing at 21 days of age, were allocated snong the age 
classes for the first three we^s in proportioa to the relative frequencies 
of recorded deaths. Deaths -which occurred after three weeks of age isere 
obtained from recorded sorvivora at 56 and 154 days of age. 
The primaiy data on deaths were obtained frcHa recorded observations, 
usually first made a short time after a litter tjas farrowed, althou^ in 
some cases the litter may have been several hours old "when it -was first 
observed. The primary data for the first recorded observation cotid be 
divided into four classes: {1} aiaanies, (2) showing s<Mie decoaroosition. 
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(3) "born dead, and (4) birth -"rei^t and sex recordfld as in class 3, but 
without any notation as to Trhsther the pig was dead or aiiT®, In tabula­
ting the data (l) and (2) -were classed as muacies, (3) ae bom dead aa&. 
(4) as aliv® at "birth, ^e nusuaics snd those -with some vlsihle signs of 
decoi:5>osition were considered as having died sons tiae prior to parturition. 
The "bom-dead" class uras intended to includo pigs whic  ^ f^^ eared to "he 
normally developed hut which did not hreathe after they were 'boin. Those 
classed as ®dead on the first day" isere sopposed to have breathed "but 
fadled to stanrivs the first day. Carelessness, accidents, pigs partly 
eaten, etc. •would make the classification blurred. Jilso, pigs which died 
on one day often would not be found and recorded until the next d^. 
Hie death rate was highest on the first day of life (figure 4). In 
two of the three years, the nmber dying on the first dsy exceeded the 
noaber bom dead. Eie nonber of deaths per dsy decreased rapidly, and the 
distribution began to flatten out by the isid of the third day, fhs average 
deaths per day for the ttro periods, 22 to 5S and 57 to 154 days of age, 
shOTT that the death rate continued to decline TO to five asDnths of age, 
!Ehe presence of mtanmies and pigs sho'wing srane stages of deconposi-
tion ii^cated that deaths had occurred during fetal life. Doubtless many 
others which died veoy early were not found at all. If the population in­
cludes all ova that were fertilized, ths distribution of those ob^Tved at 
birth TjFill be a tmncated portion of the true distribution. 
Since genetic factors may be operating even before fertilization t^es 
place, it appears that prenatal losses si»uld be takaa into account. If 
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Figure 4, The distrihtition of deaths prior to 22 days of age in percent 
coring each day for the yeare 1942, 1943 and 1944, 
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relatiTS size o f  the vitality values, 
2here is no way of knowing the extent of fetal desShs in the present 
iarestigation, "but studies hy Haaaaoad (1921), Comer (1223) and 'Warwick (1928) 
have shOTO. nach emifaryonic and fetal nortality in the pig. Comer and ?ar-
^ck tfcre in general agre«E5>ent that ahout one—third of the ora fsllod tc 
appear at hirth. Observations of embiyos in early stages of dsvslopasnt 
indicated that about fotovfifths of the ova had been fertilized, Tsheace it 
be dodnced that prenatal losses asoxaited to about one-sixth of the fer­
tilised ora^ 
Comer and Waxydds: both obtained their data flroa packing house inatsrial, 
usiizg corpora lutea coisnts observed ntubers of cabryos and fetuses ia 
each pregnant uterus. That their estiiaates of total losses may be too low 
is indicated by a decline in the average namber of corpora lutea during the 
last fe:^ days of pregoancy, 2h)^ attributed this decline in coipora lutea 
either to sacrpling error or to soiae systaaatic bias associated isith the 
aeterial studied. SiBiara and Croawell (1938) r^rt the saae thing -cdth 
laboratory saterial and attribute it to an actual disappeai'ance of soac 
corpora lutea at advanced stages of pregnsticy. Since Comer* s and far-
•STick's estinates are based on the ntoaber of fetuses observed in the last 
part of pregnant^ and on corpora lutea counts at the sano tiao, th^ prob­
ably uaderestinate prenatal nortality. 
Abnormal and retrogressive embryos and fetuses were observed by both 
Comer and larsdck at all stages of doveloraient, She abnomal fetuses 
appeared to b© spatially distributed ajiong the noraials in a randoB sianner, 
•with rather even spacing in both homs of the uterus regardless of the 
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differences in the aum'bers of corpora lutea on each ovary. Comer stated 
that if enTiromental factors were operating, they •sere affecting sone 
embryos and not others, While he did not rale out the possibility of 
position effects which infltiBnced the food st^roiy or oti»r mechanical coa^-
ditions, he coacluded that th® gemetic constitution of the pig was a con­
siderable factor in determing sarvival. 
Warwick reported that over five percent of the fetuses estinated to 
be 100 days old or older ^jere abnoraal, IHhis is not far fron the propor­
tion of stillbirths r^wrted in other studies. It shonld be noted, ho^ 
ever, that he included fetuses which uere alnost completely resorbed, 
whereas, saall sitnnmies and fetuses in advanced stages of retrogression 
escape detection when observations are made after parturition. 
In order to determine the effect of different aaonnts of truncation 
on a vitality rating based on age at death, relative vitality scores tyer® 
cougjuted froa the preliiainary data for three different populations which 
Tsere defined as follows: 
1, The number bora is the whole population, 
2, The number bom is the surviving 75 percent, 25 percent being 
assuned to have died before birth and joot to have been Jioticed 
as BtBBmies. 
3, She naaber bom is the surviving 50 percent of the population 
with the highest vitali^. 
In each case a caiaulatiTe frequencqr distribution ba^d on the percent dead 
by the end of each t im© interval was constructed. 
In order to reduce the nunber of time intervals to about 10 or 12, the 
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data for deaths "between 3 and SL days of age were gronpad as s}»to in 
tables 4 and 5, This avoided classes •with small frequencies arn^ also 
provided values which could he coded to snail 's^bole nonibers for the final 
score, 3y sreference to Bearson's (1334) table of the nonsal curve the 
mean abscissa value for each class ixiterval yras obtained, 
SelaSiv© Values were obtained "by caking the distance along the abs­
cissa from the mean of the araiaay class to the nean of the survivor class 
equal to 100, Hiose relative valTies or scores show the amcont of eaphaaia 
each definition of the population gives to the various classes. Graphic 
represeatation of these values (figore 5) shonrs hos" each of the three 
definitions accentuates the differences in vitality aotvssz tiioae w>d.e!i 
die in certain stages of the life cycle and minimi sea differences at 
other stages, Sstimating prenatal losses at either 25 or 50 percant gives 
relative scores which are nearly tim sme. On the other hand, to take the 
number bom as the population would make a big difference between the mna-
aies and those bom dead, ^so, it would give the survivors aroch less 
wei^t as compared with ti^se wiiich died after the tliird day. As ths values 
based on truncation ^pear more reasonable, and also, becaozse the literatizre 
indicates losses of approximately 2£^ percent, it was decided to define the 
population as equal to 1,33 times the number bom. 
In this way were derived the vitality scores used in this study, 
They are ^wa in table 5, They were computed from data from all ^ring 
pigs farrowed by gilts in the period, 1940 to 1944, inclusive. Since 
nmerically small values were desirable for making t}:» calculations, the 
final score was coded to snail numbers by making the sroEEsy class zero. 
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5?a"blo 5, Vitality score obtained fwm data on 3269 pigs 
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lijfltiinatod mbom 1090. 25.0 
l.iumray 21 1111 25.5 -, 66 .00 0.0 0 
13orn daiid 194 1305 29.9 -.59 .07 1.2  1 
). 178 1433 34.0 -.47 .19 2.9 3 
2 172 1655 30.0 -.36 .30 4.6 5 
3 84 1739 39.9 -.28 .38 6.3 6 
4^B 109 1848 42,4 -.20 .46 6.9 7 
6-10 115 1963 45.0 -.16 .50 7.6 8 
11-21 106 2068 47.4 -.10 .66 8.5 9 
23-{56 182 2250 51.6 -.01 .65 9.6 10 
57-154 155 2405 55,2 -.09 .75 11,4 12 
Survivor at 
154 dnQTo 1954 4359 100,0 C
D
 1
 1,54 23.3 23 
Total 3269 
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Jiguzre 5. Relative Titalit7 scores when the population equals N, 
1,33N and 211, (Where H is the nuaaher "boni). 
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then dividing tas sieans "by 0.065 and rotading the resulting Taltie, spprori-
nat«ly. to the nearest Tjhoie nxcalier, 
Ko ciain is rzcde that an exact iceastire of vitality has thos "boen, 
sTjtsiaed. HoTTSVsr, it is "bslievcd that the scores do offer a asans for 
measuring differences in Titality asiong the pigs which died dxiring the 
first 154 dajTs of life. At least they furnish a measure cy -which vitality 
of the individoal pig say "be evslnated -with distinctly more accurjscy than 
•Hould "be possible tising only the classification, dead or alive at soae 
^ecified age^ irrliich is the classification -asually used in esperincnts 
on aortality, 
2. Fertility 
The totcsl mraber of pigs farrowed T?as nsed as the measxire of fearti-
lity in this stxidj'". As a neasure of the ability of the lines to produce 
large mmliers of offering it fails to iTiclude some factors wiidi are 
part of the picttir®, Craapletely sterile aninals, "both males aad feaalss, 
are excluded "becaase at least one pig tsas reotdred in order to have a 
litter which wotild he observed. LikeTjisa, abortions are oadtted from 
this neasure and also sach things as the interval between pregnancies 
and services required per pregnancy. On the other band, the nnmber bom 
does furnish a meastire of the ability of dams to prod-oce fanctional ova 
and to providfl a suitable environment for their fertilization and defvel-
opment, 2hs aicaber of fanctional ova produced is the first liaiting fac­
tor on litter size and it is to be e:q)ected that accidents, and also the 
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genotype of the pig, -wili influence the variaoiliiy in the ambers 1X5X11. 
If the i^enol^Tpa of the pig is lEiportant, this source of variation nay be 
capa2)ls of neasureaent, bat moat of the other factors will be included in 
the rsndon variation bet-^en daas treated alike, 
_3, Inbreeding 
Wrist's (1S21) coefficient of inbreeding vras used to neasore inbreedr' 
ing and is expressed as percentages throughout t'lis study. 
4, Age of daffi 
The a^e of dssn ras ts^cen as the age of the dsz in re^s at the time 
each litter cas fsrro-ared, 
3, alethod of Analysis 
-Analysis of varisace and covariazice 
Ths analysis measured ths differences bettwen lines, bet-vjson years, 
and the year-line interactions, as trell as differences -Fithin linss in 
the ssnie year, The Variance of vitality v;as analyzed into six parts; 
(1) differences between litt^ aaates; (2) diffsrences bat-ween conteaipor-
ary litters of the ssme line and sired by the scsae boar; (s) differences 
between boar progenies in the sane year-line subclass; (4) year-line 
interaction (i.s.» the failure of ths lines to behave alike in the dif­
ferent years); (5) differences betTreen years over sll lines and (5) dif— 
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ferences oatween lines ovar all years, fertility ^sjas analyzed iato the 
last five of the six parts listed. Vitality ras tii# only variail® on 
•sAiich. there isere intra-litter ©'oservatioiis. 
The analysis of variance outlined "by Sneducor (1946) was used to 
obtain the meaa squares in the prinjiry analysis. Secanse the mznaers 
of observations rrere not the sasae in all subclasses, the mean sc^uares 
obtained in the ordinary may fail to give valid estiaiates of the 
year and line main effects and the year-line interactions, tfhen the 
lines each have the sase nnmber in each year, the line differences 
cancel out •srhen years are ooxspared vrith each othsr, and years cazicel 
out -riaon the lines are cos^jared isith each other, so that year differ-
«ices contain no line effects and liiae differences contain no year 
effects, to the other hand, when the numbers sure not the saae for each 
line in all years, differences bet-s?eon years will also contain some line 
differences and differences bet'VTeen lines will contain some year effects. 
In order to obtain better estimates ot these variances, constants trere 
fitted to the vitality data by the laethod ^van by Snedecor and Cox 
(19SS). 
She coESJonents of the variance of vitality and of fertility f^re 
estimated and us®d in estimating heritability. She caaponent analysis 
also provided estimates of the bias from unequal nombei^ in the laean 
squares of the primary analysis. 
Probability stateaents are indiC'^ted by single (*) and doable (*•) 
asteri^s. Yalues espected from cbcnce alone once in each t-pcnty or Eore 
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similar trials are considered as aigaificant and marked isith a sin^e 
asterisk (•), Values e:K>ected fron chance alone once in each 100 or 
aore similar trials are considered as highly significant and are marked 
vdth a double asterisk (**), 
CoTOonentg of variance 
•Tright's (1S21) method of path coefficients provided a mans of 
separating a Tariance into its coa5)onents. Path coefficients are 
still useful in setting to and m^ing clear the icrpotheses, hu.t tiie 
analysis of variance has, in a large measure, replaced the path 
coefficient method for obtaining the required nxmerical eatiaates. 
As long as the nuiober of observations in each similar gpoup is 
the saae, there is no difficulty in. determining the coefficients of 
each of the components of variance in the mean squares obtained in 
the analysis of Variance, When the ntmibers of observations are not 
•(jaal for similar grotros, the deterninatioa of the coefficients be­
comes more difficult» TTinsor and Clark (1940) and Lush and Kolln 
(1942) give an equation that can be used to coc^jute the coefficient 
of each variance component in a table of siirole classification -jrith 
unequal nnsabers. She assunrotions made and the procedare used to 
obtain estimates of the components of variance are set forth ly 
Winsor and Clsifc. DickersoB (1944) has erfcended the procedure to 
incltide the case whore the data are classified in a table of double 
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classification. Tha equations usod for estis:at»s of Tariance cospo-
iients in tiiis study were obtained "ijy using Dicicsrson.'8 procedure, 
'fhsse equations are sIujto in taiio 6. £be notation •^&s as fol-
lovts: 
^ is tlie varisnce cojrrooncnt for jnsTs 
a. 
2 
^ is the T?jriLsiics component for lines 
"b 
2 
is the Variance coinpoasnt for ye:;r x line intsrt'::ction 
2 
^ is tha vrjisnce component for "boars 
c 
2 
^ is tha variance component for dens 
d 
2 
is the v;arisnc«e c<»!^>onent for pi^ Trithia litters 
9 
f rs pqr or ^ k , ^ k ,, = - =^k , . 
r s pq q 
i = i = 1 
p 
1 s* • • • 
4D 
the totsl zraznber of obssrvations sxmuaed ov«r oit 
years and all lines. 
the ember of pigs In the .1th litter sired "by the 
ith boar in the gjith yegx-liae sxibclass 
the mmbcr of pigs sirad by the- 1th boar in the 
ghth year-line subclass 
the nucber of pigs sired by the ith boar in the 
hth. line, i^oring yasxs 
th® nmtber of pigs sired by the 1th boar in the 
gta year, ignoring lines 
the number of pigs sired by tho 1th boar, ignoring 
years and lines 
the nxcaber of pigs tn. the .^th ys3r>-iine subclass 
the number of pigs in the hth line over sll years 
the ncEber of pigs in tho gfch year oirer all lines 
Table 6. EqiiatloiiB for estimating components of VflrlBnco from the axuiKS of the 
squares and Bubolaso nimbers in a trto-ve^f tahlo when oabolaaa munhera 
are not equal. 














(1) Litter mates N-pqr« 
(2) Lifctero pqre-pqr 
(;j) Bopra PV-ptl »r»o K-Oj_ 
(4) Year-line oubolaseefs pq~l cr"o j^-ao 
(0) LI no a p-l »3-»o N-B^ h-h 
(6) Years q-1 
^2-^0 H-AQ 
(?) Year«'line 
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are the obseiTred raltiss for eacb of tbe pigs from tlio .1th ty the ith 
hoar in gth year aad the hth line, 
g = 1,2, P (? helng tho maaber of years) 
h z 1,2 q (q heing the nianher of lines) 
i = 1# 2 . . . . . .  r (r "being the ntuaber of different hoars) 
j ~ 1,2 , , . . , .  s (s heiag the iraaher of different dajiB) 
n = 1,2 k 
smj. 
(^.. .)  1,2 (pq) 
(ghi..) l,2.....(pqr) 
(^J.) 1.2 (pqrs) 
(g.i..) 1,2 (pr) 
(.hi.J 1,2 (qr) 
In the data for Titalily of the present stiidy 
k « 3951 pigs 
(pqrs) = 607 litters each farroTred ly a different daja 
(pqr) r 131 bosr progenies •sfithin year-line suoclass 
(pr) = ^26 -boar progenies ^dthin years, ignorijsg lines 
(qr) * "boar progenies within lines, ignoring years 
r = 117 different boars 
(pq) = 70 year line sahclasses 
q =12 lines 
p =6 years 
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When each different tern in the coefficients of the rariauce coBi-
ponents (table 6, equations (l) to (7) ) has oeen coa^tited froa the 
ohserred ntiaibers, the coisaoneits of variance are left as "unlcno-tais, 
2 
is obtained fros eq-aation (l).snd its valiJe substituted into equar-
® . 2 2 
tion (2) to get then ^j^is obtained substituting the determined 
3 d 2 c 2 2 
values of ^ and into equation (s). The values for ^ azid 
2 ® d a b 
cajae from the siinaitaneous solution of equations (5), (6) and (7) 
after the sabstition into them of the coaponants obtained from equations 
3. Bstiaates of heritability 
Hsritsbility is defined in this study as that fraction of the total 
Variance -which results from the additive effect of differences in the 
gmea of the individuals in the gronp for which the variance is aeasured. 
She vaidance due to dominance and ^istasis is included in that arising 
from environaental sources. Ihe es^ected total variance and the esti-
jaates of heritability are defined as follo-ws: 
(1). (2) and (3) 
(8)  ^= 7g+-t  ^+ 7e+^d 
(9) H = 7 -{-T 
g m 





is the Variance due to additively genetic differences bet-ffeei 
pigs. 
is the variance dne to additively genetic differences in the 
siothering a^)ili'ty of the individual daas, 
T is the Variance dne to enviroanental differences laetween lit-
ter nates, 
is the Variance doe to enviroamental differences "bet'Beea pigs 
hom. in diffesrent litters in the same year. 
H is the fraction of the total variance das to the additive ef­
fect of hereditary differences ajaong the pigs and jsaoag their 
dam. 
H is the fraction of the total variance dae to the additive ef-
S 
fects of hereditary differences among the pigs thsmselves, 
H is the fraction of the total variance dne to the additive ef-
fects of hereditary differences aciong the daag. 
IShe coHponents of the total e^^cted variance in equation (8) can "be 
calculated from the data the method ontlined hy Didcerson (19^. 
He has sbomi that 
2 
(12) Y _ 4<J^ 
 ^ " e 
1 - 2F-i-P* 






(15) 7^ r (1 - 2F + P*) (7 + 47J d 0^ g m 
where, 
2 2 2 2 
snd ^ are the rarisiice coa^neats obtained irtth equ^ 
" b e d  e  
(1) and (7). 
? aad F' are the inbreeding coefficients (Wrist's) of the pigs 
and their dams re^ectirely. 
Estimates of 7 , 7 , T and 7, obtained in this manner Itom obser^-g El e d 
rations on inbred lines will, mder most conditions, be sufficiently 
near the true ezpected ralties of these conroonents for practical purposes. 
However, they are acpproslBiations i^iich depend on at least five assuB^)-
tions. 
First, it is asstsaed that the noa->additive genetic variance ^ 
ne^igible in jaagaitude. Actually this throws the non-additive genetic 
variance of litter nates and of litters into 7^ and 7^, respectively, 
and means that the variance dtie to environmental soxtrces is over-esti-
mated to some extent. As envlronarantal sources of variation are usually 
large in cosaparison Tdth genetic sources this over-estimate Tri.ll not be 
serious, Parthexasore, nocf-aidditive genetic differences and environmental 
differences are enough alike in their consequences for them to be lumped 
together as sources of uncontrolled variation. The e:q>ected values of 7_ 
— © 
and 7^ 'vill actually be somerrhat smaller than those obtained here. 
Likewise, 7 will have an espected value that is saaller than tha 
u 
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estimate obtaiaed laere. Ajsy dominance or epistasis already fiaced in 
the ixibred lines ^11 contribute to the rariance bet^seea lines. Since 
2 
y is obtained directly from the line coii^nent by a difference, 
° b 
it will include the noa-additiTO genetic differences fixed in th© lines, 
!rhaa, the esoected value of 7 Tdll be sinsller than the estinate ob-
23 
tained Iry tMs laethod. 
Second, it is assrcaed that the variance of the ob served inbred lines 
is an tmbiased estimate of the variance of a population of inbred lines 
•within the sajae breed. That is to say, that the observed divergence of 
the observed lines is the sajse as the expected divergence of a random 
sastole of inbred lines. Wrii^t's (1S22) study of inbred lines of guinea 
pigs developed from the same fotmdation stock showed a rather •Ride and 
more or less random divergence, even thou^ about one-third of the 
original lines had been lost or discarded. TThere lines have been dis­
carded or lost according to some systematic pattern, there is the pos­
sibility that the variance among lines mi^t be increased or decreased, 
but where all of the original lines have been retained, it is to be ex­
pected that divergence -oould be random, 
5?hs development of inbred lines from groxros of hi^ily selected 
Individuals is also not lifcely to influence the magnitude of the vari­
ance ssnong lines. Selection esperiments have shoun that selection for 
characters d^endent on maty genes xisually results in little or no 
change in the variance of a population even tshen it chaoges the mean 
stron^^, !Ehe offering from hi^dy selected parents are often almost 
as vsri^le as the population from which the parents csme. 
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Third, there is the assas^tion that selection Tslthin lines has had 
no effect in redacing the additive genetic rsriance nore than tTOuld "be 
ejqjected fTcxa. chance or random gsne fixation within lines. If selec­
tion has been effective in directing the coiirse of dsrelopiaent toTsard 
certain goals, the genetic variance ^thin lines and mong lines will 
Tie less than it would have heen trith random gene fixation. "For selec­
tion to "be effective, inhreeding mttst increase slowly; otherwise, both 
desirable and tmdeairable genes are fixed at a rate that leaves selec­
tion almost powerless. Sren with lines as large as the four-sire line 
in this investigation it is to be esjiected that selection would have 
0017 a tiny effect on the gasetic variance within lines, 
fourth, boar effects are asstnaed to be additively genetic. Ttds 
will be true for those characteristics of development in which the 
boar exerts his effect only throx!^ fertilization of the ova. For 
exsE^jle, the genetic determination of a character such, as igrpe or 
growth rate is presnmably fixed at fertilization and ths influence 
of the sire cones thioxi^ the sperm that fertilizes each oviaa. On 
the other a trait snch as litter size may be determined, not 
only by the genes carried by ths apera, but also by the nxcaber and 
condition of these ^erm, Sidcness, over-woik, teii5>oraiy sterility 
other snviaronnental conditions cotiLd cause large differences 
pmnng boars of the saae line and thus lead to boar differences that 
are environmental. 
Fifth, there is the assnsiption that environmental differences 
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affect inbred and non-inbred indlTiduals alike. Wri^t (19^) fomd 
the enTironiaentai variance of piebald jotting in guinea pigs to be 
Teiy nearly the same for inbred and non-inbred sas?>les. It is coa-
ceivable that inbred individaals would be sore sensitive to enviren-
mental differences than non-inbred individuals with reroect to certjiin 
traits. If this were tJse case» the intra-litter variance wonld be 
espected to increase as inbreeding increased - a possibility that 
coTJld be obsenred in the data tinder investigation, 
?or a situation similar to that nnder which the data of this study 
were observed (i.e. no lines discarded or lost, inbreeding increasing 
at a reasonably rspid rate and the average inbreeding not greater than 
50 or 60 percent in aoy of the inbred lines), these asstsptions «ill be 




aad line differences 
If vltslity, as sieasared ia this sttsdy, is heritable, differences 
bet-ceen tlie lines should becoce larger as inbreeding increases. In order 
to soe if the lines •cere differentiating in this respect, vitality was 
first studied by itself. She ntar-bers of piss and the means for vitality 
by y3s2>-liJie subclasses, by years and by lines ere shovai in table 7. 
Estimates of each year and each line nean obtained by the method of fit­
ting constants are also sho-raa in. tzible 7. 2tie means obtained froc the 
line totals, ignoring years, sE-d faroia the year toteis, ignoring lines, 
are not greatly different frosi those estimated by fitting constants. It 
aapeara that tlie marginal totals gave reasonably good cstinates of the 
year and line means in ^ite of considerable ineqtialities in the nraiber 
of pigs in the various subclasses. 
•Ihe priaeiry analysis of variance table S rras sado in the ordinary 
manner tdth the interaction aean square obtained by difference. f?he 
analysis of variance after constants vsre fitted to the data, tabic 9, 
redaced the j'^aP-line interaction mean square "fcy a tiigr sssiotDat rrith a 
consequent increase iii the aean squares bet-creen years and between lines, 
Tnen the seaH sq'oare obtained rithin year-lino so-bclasscs is used as an 
error tera for testing the significance of interactions, it seems that 
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iTiQcii vitality of 3951 pii'S classified 'sj year-line 
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the iatsractions found here corsid Ise the result of raadosi vsrlatioiis. 
She differences tat-Ejeen irssxs are sissificrsat sad the difffireucos oetTreen 
lir®s are significrcit, /ai inspsction of ths tabl^ cf aaans leads 
ens to suspect ths.t irvterortions oe prssent, Scac suhclasccs -srith 
rsasonahly lergQ ntxsbers depcrt frcsi their e^octsd \'£lues ratiier •Kldaly, 
To 'be raasoiirbiy certain (i.e. rith hicHz stcitiaticd significance) that 
there are raal interactions toiild require largar nisahsrs or "Letter dia-
trihutiorL of ths nusibers saasg year-line stibslasses than occurred ia 
tbesa data. 





• iean soiiarss 
ohsejrved 
Year 5 2932 
* 
533,40 
Line 11 7323 
** 
SSG.18 
7 X L (hy difference) 53 nois Z)7.35 
Boars TTithla year-line subclasses 51 10761 175.41 
Within hoar progeniss within year-
line snbclasscs 476 75778 159.20 
V/ithin litters 3344 134858 55.28 
yihilc Titality Iil 1940 -yfas lower than in the adjacent years, it S5>-
pears that a considerable amount of the variance for years cesase from the 
fact that vitality in 1944 distinctly bslo'sr the other years. So pe^ 
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si8u«iit trend for tiie six-year period is clear, 
Sche line EtCGJia caJi be groaped, la a general vs^, into groups, 
a bi&h. and lor. ^roup. Ebe grotc: ranges iron r^proxinately 15,76 
to IV,50, rliile ths Iot? groto is nes-r or 'bslo^ 14.00. fbsre seeas to "b® 
little relatioiiship 'bet-rsen eithar the origin or the size of the Ifjies 
and trieir positions in thsso groups. 
If origin is considersd, wa find the Scoataastsr and tiso lines de­
rived from it in th© high groTO, wiile the otiier deriratiTas froa Scout-
aast'^rs are in the lor ^ro'to, IHie Blec^'bird lina czid ooth. lines froia 
trhich it carja aro in t}i3 ^ovq, "but boiii of its psrental linas veT« 
rsr-j loT? in 1944, Glhs /JLlicince line in tlie -upper pcxt of ths hij^ S^KiVip 
crjno from a crcs-s "bet-neen 'Grandees (at ths ootton of the Jiigh. groao) 
Kio^offs (in fbs low groi5>). 
•"Sabl© 9, .Analysis of variance of vitali'^ "by year-line subclass after 
ths SU3G of sqoarss are adjusted by fittii:^ constants. 
Degree of Sun of Kean 
fraodon squares squares 
Tear 5 3183 636,60 * 
Line 11 7529 684,45 ** 
Tear-line interaction 53 10815 204,06 
Within sabclasses 61 10761 176,41 
Sise of line is also not reiy satisfactory as a "basis for the rela-
54 
tivo standing as to "vitality. The foxar-sire line is at tbe top of th» 
group, and two of the tipo-sire lines are also in this grotro t?faile 
the lo?r groTO includes the other tTjo—sire line. She one-sire linos seam 
to spread over the Trhole range. 
Ihs data in taile 7 suggest that mean vitality aay hare "beoi sore 
stable in the lines which •arere already inbred to a certain extent in 1939 
than it has been in the lines that started from no Inbreeding at that tine. 
For szanKJle, the Kickoff, laiformer and Ha^^ceye lines have -astially been in 
the lower half of th© linos -while the other three lines -which caae froa 
the Scoutaiaster line have -asually been in the top half. The Defender line 
has been very near the bottaa in eveiy year except in 1944 trhen it -pas the 
top line, Ihe Chaiaer line -sas above the general oeen In three of the 
first fotir years, but it was next to last in 1943 and 1944, The Fearless 
line was in ths top third for five years and than dropped to bottces in the 
last year, Ko definite concltisions can be draon froa these data as to the 
astotttit of inbreeding reqtiired to fix the vitality of a line in a reasonably 
stable fona, bat the one-sire lines alrea<^ inbred as Janch as 25 or 30 peiv 
cent in 1939 have been more stable than the one-sirft lines -i?hich had littla 
or no inbreeding in 1939, Ihis seKas to suggest that vltali-fcy may be fixed 
to a noticeable extent -with as nmch as 30 to 35 percent inbs^eding. 
In addition to estijuates of the neaas and tests of significance, th® 
coE^onents of variance are required for estiaating the relative is^wrtance 
of the various soxirces of -variation. The aeaa squares froa the primary 
analysis, their interpretation and the estimates of the variance coapo-
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nonts are given in. table 10. Tbs coefficients shoro in this tahle ^fcra 
obtained trf-th equations (1) to (7) (pag® 4^). The estiaates of the 
first three coaroonents/^ , , and^^ , TTero o'bt'^ined in that order and 
B d c 
these Yalxies substituted into the reaainin^ three equations for tbsir 
sianiltanoous solution. 
Since the variance coiaponents are usually required in studies of 
this nature, it is of interest to conpare estiniates of the variances 
obtained ly it in three trays: First, "by conbining variance cocroanents; 
second, the mean squares obtained in the pricary aji3l7sis; and t>drd, 
those obtained by fitting constants. The fitting of constants be­
come laborious in tijo-way tables 'rf.th several classes for each siain ef­
fect, Even in a table of the size treated here, the formulation and 
solution of the six required eqiiations Tiras no snail task, 
5?he stain usefcLlneas of cOTiponent analysis is in •stLmting th® size 
of the Variance coaponents, but it does proTide a neaas of estiisating how 
sauch bias is in the m«an squares because of unoqual numbers in tables of 
multiple classification.. The interpretation of the mean squares (table lO) 
sho^rs the aaount and pattern of the varicbiliiy aaong coefficients of the 
saiae coniponent in different aean squares. In these data the coefficients 
become progressively larger as the classification broadens. For exasrole, 
the coefficient of ^ is 6,37, 5,88.. 7,09, 7.27 and 7,44- in the inter-
vL 
pretation of the aean squares ^d-thin boars, aaiong boars idthin year-line 
sub-classes, year-line interaction, line and years, re^ectirely, "i^ith 
this situation, F values obtained fSroa the prinaiy analysis are overesti-
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Tabls IG. Interpretation of the ncan c-'aErss for vits 
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). InterpretatioE. of the r?.GCzi cqusrss for vitality con:-ox:ents 
cf variszice aad •b'r.sir cosfficieirbs. 
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mated. aa^iitiide of those overestimates can Ije £ppro3±aa±ed, i f  
it is asscaed that the variance conroonents aad their respective coef­
ficients are Tmbiased estimates of tba coaroositioa of each moaii sooai*, 
yor ths boars -rithin year-liae subclasses 3£. ? value froni the prinary 
aiial7sis is 
2 2 2 
^i-S,88d^ -f25.S2<j^ 175.41 
P - 2 d c__ . - 1,11 
~ 2 2 
if + 5.37^ 159.20 
® d 
•^ereas, F bassd on ths sstimates of the components aad their coefficients 
in this sai-e aisan sqrixare is 
2 2 2 
<^+6.83ir+ 25.82 (T 17S.41 
P - • d c - - 1.05 
"*2 2 "" 
^ + 6.88 157,56 
e d 
Sinilsrly axi ? Value from ths prisaiy analysis for lines is 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
+41.7S<J^-h 61.82{r' + 31S.11<J^+ 7.02^ 356.13 
? - e d c ab t^ - = 3.21 
" Z 2 2 2 2 2 " 
+ 7.09 31.2052.26<S^ -t- .57^-j. 1.45(J 207.85 
e d c ab b a 
and an ? bassd on estinstes of the co-i^jonsnts and thsir coefficients in the 
lins fficcn sru-nre becoaes 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
^ -t 7.37 +^.73^-1'61.S2^-h 7.02^ 552.38 
F X ® d c ab b a — _________ - 3.00 
2  2  2  2  2  2 "  
+ 7.27^+4L.78d^ + a.82^ - .57^-1.45^ 220.32 
e d c ab b a 
^ 2!he I ratios obtained fron three soiirces, the prinary analysis, the 
fitting of constants and the esti-ates of the coaponsnts and their coef-
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ficisats tnra oat as follo-irs; 







Year 2,87 3.12 2.48 
Line 3.21 3.35 3.00 
Year-line interaction 1.18 1,16 1.15 
Boars in 7®s3>-liae 1.11 1.05 
The v&ln&B of F are largest for tia> fitting of constants and sjiallest 
for tis^sc calculcrfied, "but the probabilities s-r« soserrhat tlie ssae "by each 
method. 
Since the estiaates of tha yecr iaad line maans in table 7 sIio'sf that 
weighting "by ntta'ccr gavs rtxy nsarly tha saee valnss as -ras ohtainsd frem 
tha fitting of constants, it sppears that the extra lahor inYolred in fit­
ting constants to thss« d2.ta not Jtotified, It sSKtis that with sinilar 
data, tha extent of the hiasas could !>« first scprosiisated from the estiiaates 
of the Tsrisncs coiapcneats. 2hen constants -sonld be fitted only Tdmxe 
"biases appeared to 'ae large, 
_2. Inbreeding affects 
In ordar to aroid any cozifounding of th® effects of inbreeding -with 
effects Cfflisad "by long tins onvironaental trends, the relationship "be­
tween in"breeding and vitality -Has studied rritbin year-line suhclasses. 
T/hile greater differencss in inbreeding than those included •woald hsmre 
"been dasira'ole, there was enou^ difference id.thin sob-classes to "bring 
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out any ataj&sd relationships. 531© standard deriation of the inbreed­
ing Ox the dan and the inbreeding of the pig Tsithin boar progenies v&s 
14,5 and 12,7 respftctiveiy, 
She rslationsaip between vitality of the pigs and inbreeding of the 
daa and inbreeding of the pigs w&s determined 'oy cslcolating correlations 
within boar progenies. As it was thou^t vitality sight be related to 
the age of the dao and also to litter size, the correlation of vitalitj 
of the pigs with each of these variables was also determined. 2he coef­
ficients we foimd to be as follows: 




Where 7  is the vitality of the pigs 
F and F* are the iaboreeding coefficients of the pigs 
and the daas, respectively 
P is the litter size 
Z is the age of the dan at farrowing 
Only one of these correlation coefficients, r^p, appears to 
proach significance, Ihat a negative relation bet^reen vitality snd lit­
ter size woTild be expected is indicated by the numerous rroorts Tshich 
have shown that aortaliiy increases T?ith litter siz®. CroTrdicg, incuf-
ficient railk in large litters and aany other factors of this ziatore 
•would tend to render sar^rival more diffictilt in the larger litters* 
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It s««as that within the progeny of tiio ssae "boar, inbreeding, 
either of the daja or of tite pigs, has little effect on the Titality of 
th25 pigs, 
_3. Heritahility 
Sie required constants for estiaating the hsrita-ili'Sy of vitaliiy 
(eq'ja,tions (S) to (U) page ) and the variance conponents^ table 10^ 
syre as follows; 
P r .30 = the average inhreeding of the pigs in this st-ady 
.23 the average inhreeding of the dass in tj-iis study 
2. 
4d 4(.m8) 
c - ________________ - 2,1698 = the variance due to the 
to 
1 - 2?+F» 1 -2(.30)-i-.23 
genes of the pig. 
2 
\= z -.SS73 - 2.1533 _ 
b ^ _____ ~ 0,1424 - th® variance dtis to the 
2F 2.(,30) 
genes of the d^, 
2 
7 = d ^ - ( i r t ) T  
e g = 55.2805 - (l - .23) 2.1698 3 54.4451 = the variance 
(2) 2 
du8 to non-genetic and nonadditivs genetic effects •within lit-ters 
SI 
2, 
7, (1 - 2f-1-p') (7 ^47 ) 
d s m 
* 16.3212 - |l - 2(,30) + [^1698 4(,14^ 
~ 15.B897 the variaac® due to nongenetic maternal influence 
and to envlronaent cosEaon to litter mates. 
T,^, - i" ^21 + H" = 73.1726 the total exrected variance in 
non inhred stoc&. 
7 4-? H = gT- M 
- 0,0^ ** - the fraction of the total variance 
associated with genetic differences betTrsen lines, 
W V . 
"S S - 0,030 - the fraction of the total variance 
rr 
"f 
associated with genetic differences aaaong the pigs, 
H r V = .002 s the fraction of the total variance 
m SI 
associated ^riLth genetic differences aaong the dsas. 
She estimate of total heritahilitj (H) indicates that genetic inc 
fltiences have sEall, hut real effects on the vitality of pigs. It nsaa 
•ores the comhined effect of the genes of the pigs and the genes of the 
dass and its validity rests on the hi^ily significant inecn square for 
lines, tables 8 and 9. Mass selection for vitslity -svill "be SIOTT "but 
SMie progress is to he e^^ected. As a natter of fact, some antoa-atic 
*» This estiinate is hased on the line differences T?hich •were 
hi^ily significant. 
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selection wotild "b* e35)ected Twcause tJjs differences measured in this 
investigation were differences anong pigs that failed to survive to 
•breeding sge, 
The cstinates ol>tained for ^ and indicate that the genotype 
of the pig is aore ic^jortaat than the genoiype of the dam in deters 
nining the vitality of pigs. Over 90 percent of the total heritabil-
ity was associated -rf-th the effect of the geae« of the pigs. However, 
this co2!5)arison must "be considered with caution. In the first place, 
th® estimate of was not independent of 7^, In the second place, 
the estimate of 7 is "based on a siean square that was not significantly 
largsr than its error term. If 7 is an over-estimate of the true value g 
of the c<si5)onent dxie to the genes of the pigs, •aill he too small. 
Definite conclusions concerning the relative iurportance of Hg and ^ 
aust asrait laore t>recise estimates of 7 sad 7 than those obtained here, g a 
fhe likelihood of sasroling errors in 7 will have no serious effect g • 
on the estiiaates of 7^ and 7, , Y is so much saaller than either 7 
e a g « 
or 7^ that its saiipling variations can cause no marked changes in the 
estimates of environmental and nonadditive genetic sources of variance. 
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S, Fertility 
i* betnTeort years and lines 
With litter siz® at "birth as the measure of fertility, the litter 
becomes tha xmit of observation. As with the data for vitality, the 
inequalities in sub-class noabers may cause the estimates of the means 
and the variances to be biased. SEhe mfaimesaes in the cosnparisons 
anong years or aisong lines which arise fron tmeqxal nmbers will 
depend, of coxirse, on the extent and pattern of aiy inequalities in 
sab-class sis», Por vitality, the fitting of constants resulted in 
such small changes in the estimates of the means and the variances 
that the ertra labor of fitting constants was hardly Justified, As 
the sab-class numbers for litter size follow soziewhat the same pat­
tern as they did for vitality, it was decided not to fit constants in 
the study of fertility, 
A reasonably good soprosimation to the true means of the years and 
lines can be obtained by a scheme of wei^ting sub-class numbers which 
takes into account line differences within years and year differences 
within lines. This was done by first obtaining estimates of tbe year 
effects, then each line mean was adjusted for the effect of differences 
between years. 
The ma^iitude of the year effect was cc«i]5)uted as follows: 
Differences between successive years within lines were weighted to 





(15) i. r .1-1 Hi i- 1)71 
^(i+1^ 
•^jaere ^jei^tad aean difference 'betwaen the ith. and (i-H)th 
years 
i -1, £. 3 
(in these data "beiag 193S, 194D, 1944), 
j =1. 2. S, 
(in these d^ta being Sco-otiaaster, Ha^ceye, BladcMrd), 
- tbs jnsan siz* of the litters la. the ijth sab-class, 
njjS the nrnQoer of litters in the i,1th sob-class. 
For exsaple, froa the data in tahle the TTeighted mean difference 
bet-Bfeen 1939 jaid 1943 is: 
(8.60 > 5.67) (15)(15) 4- (7.40 - 6.29) (5) (7) 
TS, - (15 •+• 15) (5 -t. 7) 
C15)(1S) 4 4 (5) {7 
(15 + 15) (5+7) 
= 53.11 r 1,5533 
34,19 
1 
This laethod of weighting •tras proposed by Tates, (1934). 
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•ble 11. The aurvbei- Ox lii" rdccLo-i-
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The differences l3et-;^esn sTiccessive years ras as follows; 
'^= 1.5533, tlie difference tet-vreea 1939 and 1940 
-,1976, the differe3:ice "betvyeei 1940 and 1941 
w = -.1531, tlaa difference 'bet-reen 1941 and 1942 
-.3877, the difference "bet-^eii 1942 and 1943 
Wgs 1.0932, the difference l>et'v!©en 1943 and 1944 
letting - the deviation of each year froa 1939 tje hava 
A2_=: 0 = 1939 valTio 
0 - 1.5533 = -1.5533 = the 1940 raltte 
^ -1.5523 - .1976 = -1.7509 = the 1941 valTJS 
—1.7509 .1531 - —1.6S78 = the 194S value 
-1.5973 + ,2S77 = -1.2110 ss the 1943 Value 
o 
Ag= -1.2110 - 1.0932 r -2,3033 = the 1944 Talu« 
The mean, deviation, of all six years from 1939 is 
- ^ A => . A. s -8.416S = -1.4027 7 : X —t 
let, = (a, - a) = Biean effect of the ith year in litter 
size, thM5 
6 
This puts the estiEste of the yoar cffect in terns of a deviation 
fron the general mean. These estimates tarn out to he as follows: 
i rl 6 
S7 
- 1.4027 the estioate of the per litter effect of general 
conditions in 193S 
a - 0.1506 the estioate of the per litter effect of general 
2 "" 
conditions in 1940 
a St -0.3482 the estisiate of the per litter effect of general 
3 
conditions in 19€L 
2 -0.1951 the estimate of th* per litter effect of general 
conditions is. 1942 
- 0,1926 th« estiiaate of the per litter effect of general 
conditions in 1943 
a — -0.9005 tbe estimate of tbs per litter effect of general 
6 
conditions in 1S44 
!I!he wei^tad line mesns^tdJle IS^were obtained by adjusting the 
oQweighted lins laeans for year effects according to tbe number in each 
year •sdth the sqtiation: 
6 




Pt? is the wei^ted aean of the .1th line over all years 
(j 1,2 12). 
is the observed mean of the J to line all years. 
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is the year effect per litter frsaa eqaatioa (16). 
^13 ^ s tba aamber of litters in the i.lth sab-class, 
n, ^  ia tbs total lauaijar of litters in the ^th lloe stcarad 
0> 
over all years, 
jior excE^ls, froo the data Ik table 11 tiie estijsate of the weighted 
aean of the Scoataaster line is; 
( ) 
= S.17 - ( 15(1.4057.^ ^ a(^.900S) ) = 6.28 
( IS / /a ) 
IThe difference between 6,17, the •onTOi^hted sejjn, and 6.2Bt the 
wei^ted sesn, resnuts fToaj tcfciag iato scconnt year differences and 
Tsrei^ting according to the noaber farroised in efisch yesr. In this line 
there farroTjed about ono-hjjlf as aan/ litters in the first three 
years as in the last three. She -seighted diffBrsnces bet's?sen years* 
especisily that "bet'^reea 1S39 ?Jid 1S44, s^^^st that the xxa^ighted 
aesn ?;as ali^tiy ttnfair to this liae. 
In these data the Jige cf tias doias at farroirtag raxi^ed from 42 to 
32 weeks of age, i»ith S3S of the 6D7 dtsas ia the iabred lizies fallisg 
in the range bettreon 45 sjnd 53 weeks. She analysis of the corsriaace 
of litter size snd age of d€Q,t;^le 12, shows that litter size iOf 
creases tdth the sge of the gilt at fsrrosjiag. IHie relation bet-Been 
litter sise and age of das *as oxisained for cxtn^linasri^fy by plotting 
the aesn litter eise against the age interrels for the 607 dsiss in the 
5S 
labred liaes. The linear rogresaioa trithia boar pro£ecies, table 12, 
and the aess. litter size yield aa equation which fit tlie loci reasoa-
sbljr sell. Tlsen the data are gror^ed into intervals of three refers s 
saall depart-ure froa liaassriV is sTi^sted, but it scpeared too ssiall 
to hare nncli effect, 
l?hs adjustr^ent of the sraa of squares vdthia boar progenies in the 
saae year-liae subclass for tiie linesr regression of litter size on age 
of den table 12 sHOunts to 122.31, reducing the estinate of rariaace 
Trithia boar progenies in the sane yeai<-line s-abclsss from 4.9305 to 
4,6834. !2?he regression coefficient turns out to be 0.159 pigs per lit­
ter for each ls.creasa of one week in the ags of daa, Shis regression 
is siailsr to the fiading of Sterart (1945), He reported that ^Its 
farrofriag at 320 dsjrs averaged one pig less, and those farro-wing at 
410 days sbout on©-hslf pig i»re than those at one year, rhie Tjotsld 
ssioxaxt to a regression of about ,25 and .08 pigs per nee^ for dsns less 
than 12 months sad those more then 12 aonths old, respectirely. 
!She Beans for the &se of da's Tary considerably frcrs year to year. 
In order to resaove the effects of the age of the das fro2 the cojjgsari-
sons betreen the years» the expected weigjited aeans for litter sise were 
obtained xdth the equation: 
(18) B (Pj) r 6.59 / .159(51,72 - Z^) 
'Jable 12. Malyals of varinnoo and covarifince of ago of dam at 
farrowing (A) and litter size (P), 
Adjuatod for rogrosaion 
Source of dof^reea SmiB of Smia of Svuna of •/dthln bo ax proronl OS 
variation of squarea producta 3qUfU'©9 Sums of JOogree Mean 
freedom (A) (ap) (p) Bqxiaros of sqTiare s 
freedom 
Yeare 5 1730.64 257.CO 236.12 200.38 5 40.0560 
Lines 11 576.530 -42.54 398.18 412.39 11 37.4900 
Yenr-llne 




line 61 854,40 88.33 320.79 313,92 61 5.1462 
V/ithln boor 
progenies with­
in year and 
line 476 4830*13 768.61 2346.91 2224.60 475 4.6834 
I'otal 606 9577«71 989.71 3623.70 605 
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where 
) is the expected average litter size in. the ith. year 
adjttstajent for tbs regression of litter size on the mean age of the 
dams. 
S,59 is the aean of the weighted year iseans for litter siss. 
2^ is the neaa age of tbs iaas in the ith year, 
SL,73 Is tiie aesa. of the year means for the of the den. 
The -uawQi^ted (Fj^)i -weighted (Pu^) and adjusted year nesris 3 
for litter size are sho-wn. in tahle 13, Tjeighting for tsiequal nuQoers 
and adjusting for age of daa laakes soae chsnges in the r^ative sizes 
of the year aeans, She means for 1940 and 1941 are changed considerably 
"baca'us© oa the average, the daEs •sTere older and yomger, respectively, 
at farrowing than the aversge for all years, 
Kie trmd for the six-year period ^pecrs to Tse domiward, She 
linear change of litter size with ticje csn he estimated "by coEporing the 
mean of the last three years •«'ith the nean of the first three years, Sie 
difference* 
shows an average loss of ahottt one-half pig daring the three-year period. 
If the interaction mean square adjTj.sted for recession on age of dan is 
used as an error tera for a test of the si^ificance of year differences, 
the test •Bo'old he 
(7.83 6.02 / 5.69) - (6.54 4 6.66 4- 5.81) = -.51, 
t = ,51 
= 2,30* 
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Table 13. Hsaa litter size years, tm^jeighted, weighted, and 














1939 7,86 8,00 52.89 7,85 
1940 6,26 6,44 54,32 6.02 
1941 6,24 6,25 48,91 6,69 
1942 6,52 6,40 50,82 6,54 
194S 6,82 6,79 52,53 6,66 
1944 5,7S 5,69 50,89 5,81 
Meaas 5.51 6,59 51,73 6,59 
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Taking out the linear tread still leaves ccasideraJ)ls variation fron 
the tread line estimated fros the seans of tha first three aad tbe 
last three years. She linear tread on this "basis ajao'unts to -.17 
pigs per year. She distribution of the means indicates that a sscond 
degree poisTioaial isould fit no "better than a linear one. As no inter­
pretation of a <rj."bic coiild "be seesi, only the linear trend tras tested. 
She estiaates of line aeans for litter sije, -wGi-^hted "by ntcabers 
in the different ysars srxd sdj^ted for the Eeaa age of the dans, are 
sho-?jn in table 14, She recession eqtiation for adjusting the weighted 
line aeans -ec-e 
(19) S (Ft? ) = PW. -jA .15S(51.73 - Z.) j 3 '} 
where. 
3 (?r ) is the eroected litter sis© in the 1th line after the 
J ' ~~ 
T;7eishted neans are adjusted for regression on the :aesn 
age of the dasa, 
?77. is the vjeighted laean litter size in the ,1th line (See eouation 
17). 
2 is the mean age of all ds^s in the .jth line, 
<} 
TOT ezsBrole, S (?,) for the Scoutsaster line, table 13, is (? ) s 
J 1 
6.28 / .153(51.73 - SC.90) Z 6.43. 
The adjusted line jaeans are arrJ2nged in order with respect to litter 
size in taxile 15. Ihe doriations of each adjusted aean froia the aeaa of 
all lines, the standard deviation of the adjusted means and the ratio of 
the deviation of each line nean to its standard deviation are also sho'sn. 
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Taile 14, ilean litter size "by lines, xinweigated, -siei^ted, and 
weighted and adjusted for age of daa. 
Mean litter size Mean ag@ Mean litter size 
Line UntTeighted weighted of dan T^eighted and 
adjusted for age 
of daa 
(p.j) SCPW^) 
Sooutaaster 5.17 6,28 50.90 6.42 
Hadceyo 6.33 6.35 50.97 6.47 
Enterprise 5.52 5,40 53.39 5.14 
Informer 6,84 6,76 50.40 6.97 
Jxcaho 6.14 6,23 50.79 5.38 
Kickoff 6,S7 5.60 51.83 S.58 
Charmer 7.80 7.92 52.00 7.88 
Defender 6.31 6,39 53.13 6.17 
Fearless 5.21 5,36 51.96 • 5.32 
Grandee 7.26 7,30 52.51 7.18 
ALlisace 7.84 8,02 51.01 8.13 






These means are the means of the means in this tail© and there­
fore vaiy "by smell anounts froa the grand means shoisn for years. 
izL table 15, !i?he standard deriatioas Tiere oDtained fron the adjusted 
aesn square for year-line interaction (7.0754) in taSle 12 and are 
biased on the mmoer of litters in each line. 2he ratioi^, d/s , shows the 
same thing as -sas sho'««a in the saxalysis of veriance and covariance table 
12; that Is, that the line iseans differ sjore than woiild "be es^ected if 
they csme from the saae popnlation. 
Kie standard deviation of the line means are of interest because 
sive an indication of the size of the difference required for 
si^ficance bst^en lines. The required difference hetireen one sire 
lines seaounts to aboui; one pig per litter, while the required differ­
ence "between the larger lines asiotcits to O.S (5mpro:iciEiately) of a pig 
per litter. 
Tahle 15. Mean litter size weighted "by ntcaber and adjusted for the age 
of dajn in the order of 3agait\2de, deviations frcwa the mean 
of all lines Kid standard deviations for twelve inbred lines. 
Ijsviaticn Standard 
Line Adj-osted from mean deviation of d 
mean of all lines adjusted mean g 
3(P.) 
J 
(d) d d 
Jilliance 3.13 1.40 .30 4.57 
Charmer 7.88 1.35 .42 3.21 
Grandee 7.1S .65 .41 1.52 
Informer 6.97 .44 .54 .32 
Xickoff 0.58 .05 .48 0.10 
Hat^c^e 6.47 - .06 ,31 .19 
Scoutnaster 6.-& - .11 .24 .46 
Jualjo 6,38 - .15 .50 .30 
Defender 6.17 - .36 .47 .77 
Slaclcbird 5,72 - ,81 .30 2.TO 
Fearless 5.32 -1,01 .50 2.02 
Enterprise 5.14 -1.39 .55 2.53 
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Shese differences SBon^ the lines are of Interest from -points 
of Tiew. Pirst, was litter size infl-ueaced by the ao-orce of fotaadation 
stock? Second, liTas litter size influenced the size of line? 
ThB first question is of interest "becssise six of the lines were 
derived fros tlie Scoutjuaster line •which had already heea inbred to 
some extent when the foundation animals were takea fron it, whereas, 
the other six lines were founded •rith anisala from four different 
sources. The aean difference "bet-Ereen the Scc^atsaster derivatives and 
the others -turns out •to ba, 
6.3267 - 6.7333 r -.4066; 
and, tr .4066 = 1.80 
2.6560I 1 1 
\fSl4 293 
is just short of significance. 5?his at least, suggests that -the lines 
froa ths inbred source asy i&re had smaller litters than the others, 
5bB array of the laeans in taole 14 brings vp another interesting 
point regarding the soxirce of the lines. Did the lines derived froa the 
Scoutioaster line vaiy leas than the others? A rou^ test of this can be 
obtained by an analysis of the variance of line means within grotos. 
IThis jinalysis turned out as follo-ws: 
(jrot5> Sxm Degrees Mean 
of of square 
squares freedom 
Scoutmaster derivatives 1,9184 5 . 3837 
Other lines 6.8067 5 1.3613 
in-ia aean square of the differences among the unrelated lines is over three 
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and oae-hslf tiiaes as great as the nean square of the differences 
the Scoutnaster derivatiTM. This difference is not significant,^ "but 
it does suggest that the variability of litter siz© ffiay have already 
been, fixed to some extent in the Scoutataster line "before 1939. The 
average inbreeding of the Scoutmaster gilts •was 16 and 24 percent in 
1933 and 1940, respectively. 
iThe second question is pertinent "because inbreeding is achieved 
nore slowly ^dth the larger lines, thus, offering nore opportmily 
for selection to direct the course of developasent. The line means 
fail to express any definite pattern with inspect to size of line, 
Ths one sirs, and likewise, the larger lines are spread ever the rrhole 
range of line neans for litter size. Of the t*o one-sire lines derived 
"by crossing two sources of foundation stocJc, the mean of the Alliaiwe 
line is greater than either line that went into it, while the mean of 
the Blackbird, line is near the mean of its lourest parent^ line, She 
mean of the four-sire line (Scoutiaaster) is just sli^tly "below the 
general mean also less than the means of two smaller lines derived 
from it. It looks as if differentiation id.th respect to litter size 
was more or less random, insofar as the sixe of line ^ras concerned. 
See Saedecor, 1946, page 249 
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2• gffeet of inbreeding on litter size 
The effect of inbreeding on litter size tras estinated from dif­
ferences between litters which -were sired by the saoe boar in the sazte 
year and in the sa:::ie line, This avoided any confounding of inbreeding 
effect with time trends or isrith line differences. Since it has been 
shotd that the age of the dasi has an effect on litter size, table 12, 
inaltiple regression -was used. The simple, the multiple suad the partial 
correlation coefficients -were as follows: 






^P.ZP' .2506 ** 
^P.ZF' p.2519 ** 
^PF».Z -.1040 * 
*'PZ.P« .2567 ** 
Ti/here ? is the number of pigs bom 
P* is the inbreeding of the dan 
F is the inbreeding of the litter 
Z is the age of the dam 
r is the simple or the partial correlation coefficient, 
depending on the subscript 
a is the multiple correlation coefficient 
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5?hes© correlations indicate that there is probshly a real relation, "b^ 
'betveeo. litter size and age of the dasi and litter size and inbreeding of 
the dam, "but that the relation 'Between litter siz© and inbreeding of the 
litter may "be the result of chance in these data. 53ie partial correlation 
coefficient, ^ s -.104, is eaou^ larger than the siiKjle correlation, 
, to infiicr-te that ts^cing into acco'ont the age of the dam yields a 
more acctcra^'e estimate of the effect of inbreeding on litter size. 5?he 
partial re^sssicn of litter size on inbreeding of the daii seems to "be 
real, but it rill have only a tiny effect in redaciag the variance within 
"boar progsnies, 
!I!he regreasion equiation^ 
(20) 3(P) « .154 (Z -1) - .0S8 (?' - i«) - .OU (? - i). 
Shows the effect of each variable on litter sise in the units of measure-
meat used isi this atTidy, A decrease in litter size -ess associated with 
the inbreeding of the das (?*) and the inbreediiig of the pig (?), "bat the 
latter tyas too small (if real) to be of much practical is5>ortaQce, ®ae 
regression of litter size on inbresdiiJg of dam (-.038) indicates a loss 
of ,39 pigs for each, incarease of 10 percent in inoreeding. !!?bsse partial 
regrsssions are sos^what different from those re^rted by Goiastock and 
T/inters (1944), Sheir estimates of the regression of litter sise on the 
inbreeding of the dam and of the pig ware -,00S and —.028, re^ectively, 
2he linear regression of litter size on time Bas eatiEiated from the 
year means as —.17 pigs per year. On the average, the inbreeding of the 
dams increased at ^proximately 4,25 percent per year. On the "basis of 
the partial regression, a decrease of .1® pigs per year -sould "be ex­
pected if the decrease resulted from the effect or ia'ore«diag of the dam. 
It £5>pears that the general tresad with tiiae ooxild hsre rejsulted entirely 
from the inc2^ass in the inbreeding or the das®. 
jg, Hsritability of litter sige 
Litter size is tismlly considered as a characteristic of the dajo, 
"but it may slso "be considered as as. attribute of ths pigs. As an 
extrea» one ai^t siErooBe that a large part of the TaridlJion in litter 
size was due to the preseice or absence of few or iaany early enbiyonic 
Isthals in the pigs, wherel^- only a ferr pigs irotild be counted at birth 
in the case of sseae litters, bat many in the case of others, even •whea 
they started -nith the s-srae ntcaber of fertilized ova. She likelihood of 
vsariations in litter size associated ijith environnental differences 
asaong boars has already been noted (pag948), Shvironiaental differences 
among eontec^jorary boars of tlas sstse line could lead to errors in ths 
esttaate of 7 froa. tae conponentg of vsriance obtained in this investi-
S 
gation. Any error in 7 -pill lead to errors in 7_ but will not affect 
the total Variance obtained tram differencos aiaong lines, The line com­
ponent (7 -J- 7 ) is a valid estimate of the total genetic variance regard;-
g 
loss of T!i»ti»r the two parts are caoable of separatitai. Since 7 can 
not be snialler than zero, i»r larger than , exceot throng 
1 - 2F+ P* 
ssitroling erarors, its (7 ) true value TOUld be c:5>ected to lie -tdthin these g 
limits, ^ investigating total heritability in these data with 7 fixed 
S 
at tbs 'BDps? lower limit, an spproxination can be had of total herit­
ability and perh^s also aa indication of the relative size of and , 
Sisse estinates from the varisnce coiroonents foUoiy the ssaae procedor© 
as that used for vitality, oxcept that the priaaiy cOTroonent iwaald "be 
2 
the Tcriance rithin "boar progenies (^O rather than the variance idthin 
d ' -
litters. "The variance componsnia rfOTe estiiaated ftos: the neas sq-aares 
after adjustoieat for regxsssioa of litter size on age of djsa within 
"bosT progenies in ths saae year-iiae ^oib-class (see table 15), The 
average inbreeding coefficients of the dass and pigs were .SO and .23, 
respectively, 
TTith T eatLal to ths aaxisscs vslue it couLd taJce on ia these data, 
S 
the estis£t,ss for litter size t-um. out as follows: 
2 
- V ¥ S - 4(.U26) = .7149 
1 ~ 2- + 2?» 1 - .50 + .23 
2 
7 ^ ? 
^ - b - ^ ".6043 - ,7149 r.2931 
27 ,50 
(1 - 21 + P») (Y + 47 ) 
a  * *  ; s  s o  
4.6834 - (1 - .50 - .23)(.7149 4- 1.1724) = 4.3852 
A 
y ^ =  7 ^ + 7 ^ + 7 ^ = 5 . 3 9 4 2  
H = 7 +7 
_f ^ = l.OOSO r .187 
5.3942 
H - .7149 - .132 
a> • I M mmm -» 
5.33-^ 
H - .2S31 = .055 
° " 5.3942 
Table 16. The intox^^retation of bhe meaix eqiiares foi' litter oizfl ejnd .adjustod 




Intai'pretation of the mean Bqxiojjes 
4 
Y«oy 40,0660 3. 6.18 12.24 1.00 100.32 
Xiine 37.4900 1 6.26 9.B6 48.80 1.08 
YoaT lln® 
Interootlon 7.0754 1 4,72 8.08 — .09 — .22 
Uottrn v/ithln 




fmd line 5.6834 
Wetimatos of varlanco coinponento 
2 3 






b < '.1126 
8S 
Whereas, •ed.tii 7^ eatial to the ninimara value it C?JL take cn, tre have» 
0 
2 
^ " J z .6043 - 0 = I.ooao 
2F S ,50 
2 
(1 - 2F + F')(7 + 4rj j3 <?? d 
U .  i - M « ^  
4 
4.6834 - (1 - ,60 -f .23) (1.0080) 
4.0784 
y» _ T» + 7» + ?|s 5.0864 
2 - s a d 
7» 
H« = = 0 
5* -*yi 
K* = ^ - .198 
21 YS 
2? 
7' i- 7» 
- g ffl r .198 
7» 
iTotal heritaiJility tjas slightly larger tmder the second ascia^itioa. 
(7g r 0), trj.t for practical p-urposes its vsX-qb in these data can "oe tekea 
as ^jproxisiatfluly 0,19. As this vclus is "bcsed on differences aSJong iabred 
lines, it •vsill inclnde noii-additive as vrell as ths additive genetic dif­
ferences and sjay, therefore, "b« considered jxs sn. estimate of the possible 
Masciarma value of heritability as defined in this study. 







If is entirely genetic, 3 
c 
entirely envlronacntsi coincides ^ith the estiaate of ths total. 
As the cojnponsnts of Tarisnce offer no othsr means of estimating either 
Vg or in these data, other netbods are required for evalixating the 
relative i12portnr1.ce of the genotyps of the das and the geaaotype of the 
The 475 ds^ees of freedom representing dJ-ffersnces vathin "boar 
progenies hstr^en litters in the sssse ye.-avline sab-class, table 12, 
present a nsans of obtaining; direct estimates of the grenetic variance 
attributable to dans alone. It is possible to separate these de^^r^s 
of freedoD into differences betwsen fall-sibs, differences bett^en 
balf-sibs and differences betTTcen non-sibs, all in the saae year-line 
sab-class and nated to the sase boar. As the dsms siated to each boar 
"jrere k^t in the sswe pen, the enviroaaental conditions dxiring the 
mating season trould be the saae for each ^wop, «thin which the dif­
ferences ^ere taisen, and the extra variance froin the different degrees 
of relationship should be largely genetic, 
The analysis of variance of the differences -cdthin boar progenies, 
table 17, yields rather disconcearting results. 2?he nean square for full-
sibs is the largest one of the three, and the Bean square for half-sibs 
is smaller than the laesc square for non-sibs. It is, of course possible, 
and perh^s likely, that these differences in the mean squares could 
suit froH chance variations, but when the 2»an squares for each line 
•were coirouted separately, table IS, they showed gome-whst the same trend 
as was found -wdien the lines were pooled in the malysis. Only one line 
pig. 
(ALliauce) has raean sqiiares widcb "becoiae pro^ressiTSly larger as ths 
relationship decreases "bet-eeen individsiais in the comparisons. 
Table 17, Tue analysis of variance Tri.tMn ooar progenies fsTrotred. 
in the same year and line,-
Source of Taxiance .Degrees of Staas of Jseaa. 
free&Mj squares sc'tieres 
Between fcdl-silJs 110 630.-52 5,7320 
Between half-sibs 250 1127.21 4.4721 
Between non-sias 116 58S.27 £.1690 
Total 47€' 2347.00 4.9307 
She .•igs cf ths dsE T?as not considered in fee analysis sbom in talJle 
17, "but it is lauikely that differences in age arc rasponsiole for differ­
ences in the sizes of the aean sq"!i:irea. Full-sius :?nuld be the sscie age 
trben th^ -wsre pnt in the "breeding pens, Trhilc hslf-si"bs and non-ai'bs 
•would erhi"bit randaa Yariatioas in age. 02. ths average, it -ronld "be e3>» 
pected that f;:ilts of the sane ags rrould "be more liJcel;.' to "brerid and fsr-
roir at 2»re nerxly the ssae tine thsr. gilts TTJiich differed in ags. Since 
the recession of litter size on age of dsn Tjcttld lot^ar the nean squares 
for litter size as the a^e differences increased, one Trotild espect that 
correction for age of daa wot0.d sske less redaction in the case of the 
full sibs. 
If fvill-si'bs ere more Tariable in litter sise than hslf-si"bs a-nd non-
Tftble 10, Analyoifl of variance v/lthin boar pro^^enlea in the same 
jrooT-line Qub-class, by llnoe. 
Line Pull-eibB Half-sibs Hojv-oiba 
Degrees of Mean Degrees of Mean Degrees of Mean 
freedom saiiares freedom aaimres freedom sauarofl 
Sooutraaster 4 1,375 m 4,440 42! 4,432 
Hawicdye 13 7,128 32 4,036 14 3,008 
Bntoi^jriae 5 7.400 6 5,167 4 5,355 
Informer 8 5.480 11 2,685 1 4,500 
Junbo 7 3,289 12 3.911 1 3.050 
Kickoff 4 8,125 14 6,816 5 2,552 
Charmer 14 4,700 14 3,189 6 2,762 
jDefender 6 6,667 10 4,068 5 7,134 
Fearless 5 7,400 6 5,167 4 5,365 
arandee 15 9.056 18 4,075 1 11,270 
Allinnce 12 4,000 38 6,333 16 8.106 
Blackbird 17 4,696 31 ;?.908 15 5,129 
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si"bs, (as these data shoT!') the erplaaation is not s?>parent fron these 
data. A reduction in hsterosygcsis fron iiibreediiis could conceivab3y 
produce genotypes •phich ^ere highly specialised with a resulting la-
crease in tlis size of the interactions between genotypes and environ­
ment, A rough check on this possibility can "be laade "by comparing the 
variance of full-sios mated to a full-sib with the vari?ince of fuli-si'os 
mnted to a half-sih or a non-sib, The mean squares obtained in this 
comparison Trere as follo-ars: 
Kind of saating Degrees of SUB of idean 
freedom squares sqiiares 
Ftsll-sibs X fall-sib 24 137.84 5,75 
?ull-sibs X hslf-sib 
or non-sib 86 492.68 6.73 
Tlie similarity of these aean sotiares indicate that the relationship of 
the boar to the dans had almost no effect on the sisc of the laean 
squares. 
The intra-sire re^Tression of offering on dsn offers one further 
method of estimating the heritability of litter size as a chaxacteiw 
istic of the dan. Since this study was confined to gilt litters, it 
is not possible to use all of the ori.5inal obsenrations in the esti-
Esate of ref^ression without introducing either year differences or age 
differences bccssuse soae gilts were farrowed in second or later lit­
ters, To take the first litter of the dans of such gilts as a aeaaure 
of the daa*s performance wold put non-contestporary dsans in at least 
part of the stib-classee, while tsking the litter they i^rere born in 
would put sows in sub-classes ^rith gilts. 
Jhs siss of the litter ia. 'R?^dc:'. js. gilt sns farrt>-??3d ixt a first 
litter tjs3ces as the iacisrssndsnt vsrl-s.l;le (X) lind the littar fto-
rowed lay this gilt SiQ the (3^«idei;t rsrieAla (t). The rsgpsssion 
tf&B rsstrictec to ccatestsorjir:-' j^llts of the Ksae lisa -srSiose litters 
Ttere ssirod tlio sacsj Siotar» fhs rsS'-ir: 3^»iiras ssd croae prc&ets 
nithla s3o:>r pj<i>f?S2i9s ««r8 fotad to be as follo«at 
•witsre X is tiie alze of the litter in ribScb, a. ^rilt ^ef fftrro-wed 
Y Is tho csizc of the litter farroised by ths gilt 
b is ti^-e sizs of tbs regression cf Y oa 2 
S27 i« t5» atEt'osr of de,?3r«a» of frets^s "Erithiri boxdr aro.^Qnies 
iiot sigpificaatiy differ«it f*os ssro, "Jsut it is otxr bast estlJssto of 
tbis regression in tijss© data, 
Ajb tliis regroesioJi is ssse^ztislLly a p?3S«at-offi^ri:;g rssealsl^eic® 
(Ltxsh. 1940) the regresfiioa is doubled to obt&ia fasritaoility, !?Sra«, the 
egtinxite of tbe aaritability of litter sise isitfcin inSired liaes Is ,044, 
SlMta this cstiisate is adjiisted for the ialsreadin^ ^thia lines. 
227 
ZI(7 - Y)^  r S.io 
227 
\ V r 0-078 - 0,022 
S.4S 
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the estimate for zi02v>inbred9 bacosies 
.044 s 0.057 
1 - .23 
Tb& possibility tiist year or line treads were influeiacing the regre»-
sion was investigated "isj injecting t2as covariance teras within each, hoar 
progfflogr. Ho steady trends or aysteiaatic patterns trf-th rearooct to either 
years or lines vere noted, Positive and negative covariances seeiaed to 
he raadoialy distributed throxtgimut the suh-classes, 
Ibe mean sqisare^ ZI(Y -» Y) , is sometrhat the saae as the mean soraare 
227 - 2 
within hoar -Drogenies in table 17, •jyhile Z-(X ~ X) is smaller, fhis 
227 
siaaller variance of X prohahly results from t-wo sources: (1) some of the 
danis had laore than one dsa^hter mated to saae hoar, (2) selection for 
large litters would eliadnate at least part of the gilts in snsll litters, 
and thns, reduce the raa^ of dsns within sah-classes. However, this re­
duction of the variability of the ind^endent variable does not affect the 
regression. As the daughters were tinder no restrictions and presranahly 
free to vaiy at randoa, the regression is a valid aeasure of relationship 
over the range of availsasle differences "between dajas. 
The estiaate of total heritahility of litter size, approsisately ,19 
from the con5>onent3 of variance is slightly above the average of other 
reported estinates of heritability and repeatability, tush and Molln 
(1942) fotCQd an average repeatability of 0,17 in a rather large voltnae 
of data. This was in general agreement with other reported estimates 
which they reviewed. Repeatability would he an \5>per limit which herit-
ability could not exceed and woxild not reach if permanent environmental 
effects on the dams were incjortant. In a study of data froa inhred lines. 
so 
Sterart (1945) fOTuad heritaiility sad repeatal)ility to be .145 and ,133 
respectively. He ccncl-oded froa this that repeatability •was largely 
dofi to additive geaetic effects, Kis estiaiate of beritability after cor-
rectioa for inbreeding isas ia close agreenent with Lash and Kolla'a aver­
age repeatability. As repeatabilil^r includes both the additive and the 
aon-additive effects of the gpnes of tlie daa and the peimaaeat effect 
of enviroiuaoat on her, it is to be expected that heritabili^ based on. 
additive effects wo-uld be smaller thjin repeatability. If repeatability 
is assmed to be largely due to additive geiietic differences and if Lush 
and Molla's estimate is taken as the best estinate of its true valiie, 
the estiasate of total heritabiliigr froa the differences betKeen iabred 
lines in this study seems sli^&tly large, but that based on regression 
of dsaghters on dan seems saall. While these coixld be ssnpling variations, 
there is the suggestion that non-additive genetic differences,Trhich have 
been fixed in the inbred lines^sasy be iTOortsnt sources of variation of 
litter size. 
iPhe analysis of the variance of contemporary relatives in the saase 
line and the regression of offering on parent in this study both indicate 
that in this po^mlation genetic differences aaong daas accotsnt for only a 
siaall part of the differences in individual litter size. The degree of 
relationship aaiong contemporaries had little effect on the aagnitude of 
the variance. Actually, foll-sibs differed from ©ach otl-ter aore than 
they did fron half-sibs and noni-sibs. The recession of litter size of 
offspring on litter size of dam was of the order expected fron sasspling 
va3rf.ations, but it yielded an estimate of heritability which a^eed 
SL 
rather closely trith the estimate of ^ obtsdned fron the cosraonents 
of Tsrisace when 7 - 4^ 
g . 
1 - 2F + F» 2 
However, to sssuise either that ^ contains no environmental effects or 
e 
that it is entirely esviromaGntcsl is not likely to fit the f^?cts -reli. 
It is reasonable to tbiafc that 7 lies sosje-shere between zero and 
> S 
e , With b_ as the basis for an estimate of H it sp-
1 - 2P + P» ° 
pears that nay be closer to the latter liait in these datai, 
Shis indicates that enbiyonic lethals nsy have operated to reduce 
litter size nore in some boar progenies than in others, A reasonable 
assrarotion is that in the absence of eabryoaic lethsla, genetic causes 
of variations in litter size are wholly in the genotypes of the dams. 
Shis is to sajr that the genotjrpe of the dss sets the tgjper genetic 
liMt on litter sisej T?hereas, the presence or absence of eabryonic 
lethals in the pigs act as a farther limiting factor, IJhas, frcm ob­
servations on outbred stocfc (-Trhere lethals TTOXild be randoaljr distrit>-
utsd and perh?»s •could exert only a small infl-oance) and on lines iB-
b'red so siach that they have becoaje relatively free of embryonic lethals, 
heritable difference -sjould nearly all be results of difference in the 
genotypes of the dams. On the other hand, observations on lines, be^iiK-
aiTtg to be inbred and with msxiy enbiyonic lethals coaing to homosygosity, 
might show litter sis« to be largely a function of the genotype of the 
pigs. In either case total heritability aight be the same, but the irel-
ative ralxtes of its cos^wsnents novld d&pend on the presence or absence 
of lethals, The results in this investigation are inconclusive, but 
S2 
they do enobasise the need for further investigation of the in^rtaace 
of the geaes of the pigs in deterrainiag litter size. It mgy "bo that a 
neaas of neastiring the extent of osbrjronic lethsls in iaired lilies 
could result froa such ias-estigations. 
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C, Inbred Sazas Versus Line-cross Daaa 
The data for coapsriag inbred with line-cross dsas were obtained 
fron litters farro'ssed in the fall of 1944 fJroa paired aatiags, Sacli 
inbred gilt vns paired Tritb. a. lijie-croES gilt tTho had one parental 
line in coiajnon with the inbred gilt, Saoh pair ttss a&ted to a boar 
iffhich ?^s uarelated to sny line represented in the pairing, Shis 
provided a direct cozirpsirison bst'weea inbrsd and lino-cross dans tTith 
one line in ccninon and with, no inbresding in the pigs, A total of 38 
stucii pairs were put in the sating peas and 52 litters wore obtained. 
Of the 33 original pairs, litters -were obtained frcan both asaibers in 
18 casesi Either one or both aeabers of 30 pairs failed to farrow 
litters, She nuabers are too fer for any profiteible coaparisons aaong 
the gilts that failed to farrow, birt they "be classified follows; 
Inbreds 
Kot bred 4 
Bred but failed to farro-sr 5 
Died or reaioTed for 
sickness or accident 4 
Total 15 
gha coHH)erison.s bet^reen the inbred and the line-cross daas are 
essisntialiy co25>srisons between inbreds and noJi-'inbreds, bat not entirely 
so, Sosie of the liae-cross gilts rero froa crosses bet^ieen related lines. 
Of the gilts put in the asting pens, 25 of the line-crosses had no iabreed-
ing and 12 had inbreeding coefficients ranging froc 8 to 20 percent, while 






yiteQ-it? of the -oigs.. 
231© difference "bet'neea inbred and line—cross dams for vitality 
and also for litter sise ttss obtained froia the pairs in which both 
nenbers farrowed, !Phe tmpaired litters were included for estiinates 
of tlse intralitter irariance for each group, 
5?he -Titslity means for ejsch groap were as follo-srs: 
Suaber of pigs Jieaa vitality 
Inbred dams -. 94 15,89 
Line-cross dasas 124 19.51 
Inbred minus line-cross -2,42 
fhe mean vitality of the pigs from, the inbrad dass is sose'what ^ove 
the general mean (15,94) obtained froa all years over sll lines, and 
is siailar to the nesn of the two hl^jest years, ^Jhile this ccnLd b© 
a seasonal effect, it is in line -srith expectation, becauo® all the pigs 
in the pcired jaatinga isere crosses betw-sen lines, and co^ild, therefor®, 
exhibit heterosis in vitality, so far as vitality is a result of their 
om. genes, rather than of tise ^nes of their daias» 
The analysis of the variance of vitality in the paired saeticgs, 
table 19, indicates that the difference betiseen inbred and line-cross 
dans coxsld have resulted from sanpling errors, ^e aesn square for 
tisB general differences in vitality between paired dasjs is over tirfce 
the interaction meaa sqiiare, but this gives sn "P" vslue only about 
half as large as is required for significance. 
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Sable 19. fiae analysis of tbe variance of vitality of line-cross* 
pigs from iobred and liae-cToss daras in paired aatin^. 








Inured vs line-cross dams 
Interaction of boars vrith 















Sotal 233 14377.04 
3sti2iatss of the coroonents of the varisnce of vitality of pigs 
oDtained vrf-th these paired natings are as follows: 
. 2 




29.60 the variance asiong litter laates farrotred "by lino-
cross daas, 
2 
^ z 152.71 - 59.81 r 17.80 the extra variance associated 
^ 5.221 
with litters farrowed inbred dass. 
2 
^ « 152.71 - 29^60 s 18.03 the extra variance associated 
^ 5.81^ 
with litters fnrro-sred "by line-cross dains. 
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2 
^ s 311.28 - 152.71 „ 1,34 the extra variance aaaoci-
107.20^ 
ated trith the general difference oetreen 
pigs farroTred Ijy pairs of inbred and line-
cross dans wM.clx -srere mated to the saaie 
boar. 
These estiantes of tl:^ variance cocwozients indicate that soaething 
like 60 or 60 pairs of dsEs -jfotild "be required to demonstrate a sig­
nificant difference in vitali^ "betTfeen line-cross pigs froja inbred 
and fJrom line-cross dams. 
One interesting feature of the con^nents of variance is the size 
of the intra-litter components for each grot©, Th® intrai-litter aesn 
square for the inbreds is Just a little over t^dce as large as it ia 
for the line-crosses. The siailari^ of the mesn square obtained here 
(59.81) to that obtained in table 8 (55.28) indicates that the pigs 
faron the inbred dams in the paired aatings had soae^rhat the sasae 
anoimt of variability in vitality as the pigs in the inbred lines, 
!i!he saall size of the intrsrlitter laean square for the vitality 
of the pigs fJTom line-cross daEs is a little puzzling at first, but, 
when it is considered that the upper liait of the vitality score is 
set at 23» it is to be eroected that the variance, rith the scale of 
measureaent used here, would ^proach zero as the mean approaches 23. 
Shese coefficients were determined froa the nuaiber of pigs in 
the paired litters by the procedure outlined in table 5, 
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In. litters in vhlch. ?all of the pigs srarvlve to 154 dsys th® intra-
litter vsrismcs vjOTO-d "be zero, iThe data desonstrate that the mean 
the vaarisace of vitality are not in.depead.en.t as measured in. these data. 
The iateractioa mesa square measures the variability among the 
pair differences and thus, includes "boar effects on these differences. 
li?he pairs are too few for any profitable breste vp of thair 17 degrees 
of freedom in order to obtain estiastes of variances within and be-
tijeen boars of the same line, The variability aoorie litters seaaa to 
be about ti^ saaae for both types of dsas, Eaese estinates are in 
2 
general agre^ent rith the estimates ot =16,32 frosa table 9. Their 
d 
larger values could result from the interaction of boars -srith sets of 
dans, but since ^ and 6^ represent oialy rougji aworoxisiations, it is 
®i ^2 
hardly Tjorth. wiile to speculate on ths causes of snail differences be-
tween thea and 
d 
2. Litter sige. 
The difference in litter size bet-^en the inbred and the line-cross 
dams was estimated frcsa the pairs in •wjjich both dams fsrrotred, ?or the 
18 pairs, the aeans, the mean difference, and the "t" test of the sig-





Line-cross fisms 6.89 
Iii^>reds miiras litre-crosses -1.64 
2.31* 
The results here a^ee -with those alrea^ shown in which litter 
size •sras found to decline as inbreeding advaiicffd, The mean difference 
in inbreeding "betiiTeen the paired dsaas froa trhich tba above means -s^ere 
obtained amotints to 3S,83 percent. If the partial regression coeffi­
cients jjji • -.0385) is applied to the difference found tdth the 
paired comparisons the ejqoected difference between inhreds and lino-
crosses would "be (-.0385) (32.83) - -1.26 pigs per litter. !I?hs decrease 
was greater than irouLd "be eapected when the regression estimated fjrom 
the study of the inbred lines is used, !?his difference aay result 
from the saialiag errors of the estimates, "but it is noted tha,t the 
line-cross dans were obtained "by classing the iiy>red lines. Soae of 
the ertra difference betTjesn the inbreds and the line-crosses nay "be 
either an expression of heterosis in the dsaa, or the result of selec­
tion •within lines. It couLd be that selection has eliminated taidesir-
able genes so that when the lines were recoabined fertility was higher 
than it was in the original population. If the difference betii^en these 
neans are a criterion of the results which one Bay e:^ect when inbred 
lines are recorahined, it ^jpears that decreases in litter size asso­
ciated -with the inbreeding of the dam Trill "be more than regained in the 
first generation of line-cross dcaas. 
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D, Con^jssrison of 1945 Data with Hesnlts 
©"btaiiuad farom 1939-1944 Ifeta 
fhe prisaazy ptapose of this part of the iinrestigation •was to OIJ-
taia a test or verification of ths findings based on ol>serrations aade 
daring the aix year period, 1939 to 1944 inclusire, The 1945 data were 
analyzed separately from and after the earlier data hasi been studied. 
'The herd vas handled in 1945 in someTrhat the sase Ja&vaBT as tha-t 
of previoTos years. The ^ring fairow TISS aiade tro entirely of pigs 
"belonging to the inored lines. She fall farrow was used to evaluate 
ths lines end crosses bettreen lines, 
Inlared line a 
The suh-class nasfoers and the average inbreeding hy lines of the 
dsjas and their pigs are smwn in table 20, Tba dams lyere all gilts 
TTith first litters and were j^rozisiately one year of age •ohen they 
farrowed, No adjustaent for differences in age of dss2 at farro-wlng 
•was siade in the case of the 1945 data, 
fhe average inbreeding of the daas and their pigs «as 34,5 and ^ 
40,4 percent, respectively. This isas spproxtmately 10 percent above 
their re^ective avers^s for the previous six-yesr period, but only 
one percent above 1944, (See table 23), 
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Table 20, 2iie zrun'oers of sires, dasis, total pigs farrowed aad 
average iiibreeaijig of 12 iabred lines of Poljsnd 
China Sxrf-ae, 1S45, 
Line 
Umber 
aires Ik323S Pigs 
Inbreeding 
Ssm Pigs 
Scontisaster 5 35 222 31 32 
Hesteeye 3 9 60 46 51 
Snteiprise 1 7 47 50 55 
Inforner 1 6 30 42 50 
Jmbo 1 4 24 50 61 
Eickoff 1 o 22 4L 46 
Charter 1 7 53 30 44 
Defender 8 43 35 38 
Poarless 1 1 5 35 49 
Srsadee 1 5 18 40 47 
JCLlisace 3 17 118 27 39 
Sladcbird 4 11 61 28 33 
Total or 
average 25 113 700 34,5 40,4 
Vitality> She asrts:/ of line aieaaa "by years triLth respect to 
vitality, tstle 21« sjtow ac naiked departuxas in 1945 from the rel­
ative staading of the lines in forzaer years. Mean vitality was 
higher in 1945 than in 1944 aad soaeiphat in line irith expectations 
based on the linear tread with tiae shona in the earlier data. 
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Table 21. Keaji ritality 'by years of 12 Izibred lines of Poland 
China swiae, 1929-45, 
Ifesn 
Line 1939 1940 194L 1942 1943 1S44 1939 to 
1944 
1945 
Scoutmaster 18,7 16.2 17.8 18.6 17,5 16,2 17,6 13.0 
Has^eye 14.7 14.3 18.4 
16.62-
13,2 14,7 12.4 14.4 12.4 
Enterprise 15,4 15.6 23.01 16.5 16.0 16.4 14.0 
laforsser 15.7 10,4 14,3 14.2 13.7 12,3 
Jumbo 17,8 14.5 12,5 23,01 16.6^ 16,1 16,0 17,7 
Kickoff 16,6 12.8 15,0 12,4 14,1 10,7 13,8 7.7 
Charaer 17,4 16.8 14,9 19.1 13,4 10.1 15,8 16,7 
Defender 14,0 13.5 1S.6 9.5 10.8 16.4 13,1 14,0 
fearless 18.0^ 17,2?- 18.6 18.4 17.4 7.8 16,6 7.7 
G-randee 15,0 13.8 16.1 17,7 17.8 11,5 15,7 12,9 
/iliaace 13,3 17.3 16.6 17.5 18,0 14.7 16.4 15.6 
Slaoibird 17.7 18.7 17,6 19,0 15.0 15,0 17.0 16,0 
Tear neaas 16.3 15.5 1S.5 16.8 15.8 14.3 15.9 15.6 
^ Kean "based on less than 10 pigs or less than three litters. 
The analysis of variaace of vitality, tsJsle 22, shows highly sig-
aificaat differaaces saong lines and ajsong dasts mated to the saae boar, 
AS the aean square for boars was not sigaificjsintiy greater than the oean 
sqxujre for diSJas, the latter vas used as the error tersi for lines. 
2!e2)le 22. Aaalysis of the variance of vitality of "SW pigs farro'oed 
cry gilts of 12 inbred Poland China liaes, 1S4S, 
Source of variance Sua of Degrees of Mean 
sq-gares freedom sgoares 
Line* 4110 11 37S.64»» 
Boars xritalii lines 1678 IS 129.06 
Daas -Bithin boars 101^ 88 115,31** 
Litter mates 28217 587 48.24 
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In so far as differences among 'boars in the sane line are concerned, 
the results in 1945 are in general agreement -with the earlier findings. 
Snsall boar effects are shonsn but there is no conclusiTre eTiden.ce that 
they are real, Yvhea boar aean squares within each year are confuted, 
table 23, it is found that in ttro of the seven years this mean sqxiare 
is actually smaller than the mean square for dams in the corresponding 
yearo These smaller values are likely to be sampling ejrrors, ishich 
resulted from a relatively small boar component and sraall numbers of 
degrees of freedom. Scughly, the odds are 5 to 2 that the boej' com­
ponent is real. Eowever, if it is real, it is likeljr to be of snail 
raagnitud© in comparison td-th the components associated -with dasjs 
with litter mates. 
The size of litter inate and datn siean squares in 1944 leads one to 
siispect that they nay be decreasing TO.th time or inbreeding. In order 
to study this, an arrsiy of the average inbreeding, the mean sqxiares 
and components of variance -srithin years (table 2S) isas mde. 
The line coirooneat Tsdthin years seeas to show a icind of pattern. 
Differences among lines in the first three years are not significant and 
appear to be the result of sampling differences. This is not true of the 
last four years. Here two mean squares are highly significant, one is 
significant and the other is not significant. Apparently the highly 
significant differences anong lines shoifra in the earlier data (1S39-44) 
were due to differences observed after 1941, 
The coaiponents of variance for dasis appear to be randon, but they 
are rather variable when one considers the degrees of freedom they have. 
It is reasonable to suspect that the effect of the dam on vitality cf pigs 
Table 2S« The average Inbreeding of the daina and their pigs and the 
mean squares and components of variance within years for 
Vitality of pigs in 12 inbred Poland China lines* 
Average 
inbreeding 
year Daroe 1 Pige Ijitter mtes Dams Boars lAnes 
Mean squares 
1939 12 20 63.89 159,S2«« 80,00 183,91 
1940 17 28 63,93 161,53''"'' 236,55 129,00 
1941 10 27 60,52 122,61*1' 146,30 135,00 
194E 25 20 48,92 140,57** 236,40 600,03** 
1943 28 34 54,81 164,36** 241,25 336,64* 
1944 33 39 46,88 191,10** 70,92 306,09 
1945 34 40 48,24 115.01** 129,06 373.64** 
Components of variance (1) 
1939 64 12 —Z 1 
1940 64 16 4 -1 
1941 CI 10 1 
1942 49 15 2 6 
194S 55 16 2 2 
1944 47 25 2 
1945 48 11 4 
(1) The moan number of pica per sub class ws used as the ooeffioient of the variance 
components, except in 1946, Tlie coeffioionbs in 1945 were obtained with the 
equations shovm on page 41. The line component was estimatod by pooling the 
mean squares for dams and boars* 
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aay increase or decrease in importance as general sseisonal conditions 
vary. The nean vitality of pigs and the cosiponent for daas in 1944 
support this hypothesis, but in other years no marked rela-bion exists. 
It say be that conditions in 1944 were very tinfavorablc and that in 
other years conditions were soaewhat near the mean of all years. 
One can say only that no trends or patterns with respect to the com­
ponents of variance associated -with danis are apparent. 
The mean squares of the litter nates in each year seem to follow 
a do-Hnward trend -with tine for the seven-year period. The last four 
years had definitely smaller values than the first three years, the 
simple averages being 62.78 and 49.71 respectively. 
The linear regression of the year averages can be estiaated 
either on time or on inbreeding. To see if they were much different 
both equations trere obtained as follows: 
(21) E (V) r 56.49 - .84 (F - ?) - 5.63 
(22) S'(V) Z 56.49 - 3.54 (T - Y) - 3.87 
•where 
B (Y) is the expected mean vitality based on the trend with 
inbreeding of pigs from 1959 to 1944, inclusive, 
E'('7) is the expected mean, vitality based on the trend with 
time from 1939 to 1944, inclusive. 
F and F are the observed and average inbreeding of the year 
means, respectively. (F Z 29.33) 
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65,43 is the nisaa of the year sreragss, 1S39-1S44. 
-5,54 is the regression of Titalil^- on tise, 7?ber6 tiae is 
Ee&snred in years, 
-.84 is the regression of ritslity on inbreeding, 
3.87 and 5,6c are obtained fron the residossl neat squares 
after tbe variance aaang year means h«s oeen adjusted 
for re,session. For 1945 the expected ralues were as follows: 
B (T) = 47,53 i 5.63 
E»(7) = 44.10 i 3.87 
These ea^ected values are to be coa^jsred with the observed value, 48.24. 
!?be trend ?ritli tins fitted the earlier period sli^tly better (i. a. has 
a sssaller probsble error) than the trend -pith inbreeding, but the trend 
with inbreeding fainished the better prediction of the value observed in 
1945. Ebrever, as a prediction equation, the sasroling error is rela­
tively large. Piducial liaits at t for the coefficient of regre&-
sion are +.14 and -1.82 -prith the s-vera^ equal to -.84. 
iiuch of this ride fiducial limit cones from the rather idde depar­
ture tron the general trend of the saean square in 1942. The deviation 
of this year froa its esaected valTze accounts for 64 percent of the 
residual saa of the squsreB. The line means in 1943 (table 21) show 
that each tras either very high or very low. Mean vitality tfas below 
13.3 in the case of 4 lines, and above 17,4 for the remainder. Ho 
Beans fell within the range from 13,3 to 17.4. This seess to hava 
been a year in which there was a laarked year-line interaction. Since 
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the vitality scora has 25 as the -upper limit, ani "becajise the rejsults 
rith. line-cross pi^s saggested that tl© vcriscce of litter matea de­
creased when the average score was hi^, it is likely that the vari-
anee EASONG litter sates BES decreased "becaiioe aoat of the lines had 
large vitality oeaac. In no other year was thers a siaiilar abrcpt 
and wide gap between the hi^ and low lines. It ccppe?jrs fros this, 
that the fidncial ll'uits of the regression coofficient -wotjld "be re­
duced if there was sonie satisfactory aethod for adjusting the jsean 
sqtiare obtained in 1942, 
The iruabers of degrees of fjreedoja associated with each mean square 
and tbe prcxinity of the 1945 observed value to its expected value lead 
to the corscl'u.sion t>ist th-e aesn sqtiares 5id decrease over the seven 
yesx period, The fitting of second and third degree equations to the 
year means gsve no better fit than th« linear equation did. It seems 
that the trend is linear for the range included by these data. 
The decrease of the varl?jace azsozi.^ litter mates with time is 
likely to have been associated with ssnetic changes. 
Selection against the recessives cotild redrace the genetic vari­
ability by the elimination of undesirable genes. If this were the 
case, one would essect the line jaeans to iaprov© as the undesirable 
genes vere eliminated, The trend of the year means shows no definite 
trend. There is a suggestion of a slight tcward trend flroai 1939 to 
1942, 2nd a slight dOTWitsard trend thereafter. Undoubtedly, there isas 
soaje selection against the less desirable genes, but it ras not strong 
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ejiough to influence the mean macii, 3srea -with con^lete doaiaance of 
the desirable genes tiae inbreeding would bring laore recessives to 
the sarface where selection coxild get at tlvem than iKyuld "be th« case 
in large poptdations -sdth raafioia dilating. 
Inbreeding by keeping these lines closed iso'jld cause firation of 
the genes and thas rcdBce not only Tariabili^ axdsing frois differences 
beti^een J3lleles,but also variability arising from differences asaong 
aon-allelic gene conbinatioas. The relationship betTisen litter mates 
would increase with, inbreoding, caid therefore, cause the variance doe 
to hereditary differences to decrease. !Dhis decrease in hereditary 
variazjce nsotild ajaoxmt to 1 — ?* of tlie original hareditaiy variancfi 
2(1 + F) 
in outbred stock. If it is asstaaed that the linear decrease of th© 
variance of litter astes is Iiereditsry and that the interaction of 
heredily •ndth environment is insignificantj estinates of the heredi­
tary snd the environsientsl fractions of the variance are possible 
froa the equation 
(23) 
e 2(1 + Y) 
rhere 
2 
^ is the expected nean square obtjiined with eqnation (21), 
e 
? is Variance due to hsroditisry differences acong non-
h 
inbred stock:, 




P aa£ ?' are the averr:^ inbreeding coefficients corres­
ponding to the <nroected aejsn scxiare«. 
By sabatitution into (23) ve obtain the folloisring: 
54,S2 = .S7 \ + 
47. S3 =.24 \ + V 
H o 
\ =129.15 
V = 15.54 
0 
These esfciffln.tes are aavanced with csation beoause the regression 
coefficient is suoject to relatively large sasaliag errors and clso 
because of the assusotions aade, Howerer, they d«aonstrate that taer® 
may be snch variability in tiifi ritality of Outbred stock which rssultg 
froot interactions that cannot be attaciced under a ^stem of otctbreeding, 
fhe additive ^netic varissnce, estiaated froa differences ssiong 
baars of the saiae year and line, is quite saall riien compared to ob­
tained gibove. It is noted that boar differences rather consistently 
indicated that additive genetic differezices in vitality resoilted in a 
relative!?/ sksII variance. 
The line conrooneat is also naich snaller than the above estimate of 
Tj^, In sonie rejects there is sosie agreesent between the chsn-^s -which 
occurred in the litter siate and the line oesn squares. The large line 
sean square in 1342 appears to be the result of year-line interactions, 
The seeaing pattern of the line laeaii squares for the seven-year period 
is sosiewhat the inverse of the Utter laate aean squares, 2^ this it is 
neant thst the line coz^nent speared to be increasing in cia^itude. 
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and the litter mate component decreasing as inbreeding increased. 
Undoubtedly the esti^^ate is an overestiinate of the hereditary 
variance. Selection could have and probably did play a large part 
in the dovciv;ard trend of litter niate variance. If there -were asany 
undesirable recessives, each irfith a low I'requency, selection •wcxild 
have almost no opportunity to get them if outbreeding were practiced; 
viiereas, an inbreeding system., s-ach as that practiced with lines 
studied here, would tend to increase the frequency of hoaozygous 
r^cessives. Then selection could take out the undesirables auch nore 
rapidly. 
The conclusion is the same, regardless of •kdiether selection or in­
creased homozygosity reduced the variability cf litter mates. Vitality 
is litiely to be changed more rapidly by the developoient of a nvcaber cf 
1 inbred lines, followed by line selection, than would be the case 
v/here selection ^ias practiced within an outbred or slightly inbred 
population of the same size as the popiilation of inbred liiies. 
The data indicate that the variance of vitality among litter mates 
Tsjas substantially reduced when average inbreeding increased from 20 to 
40 percent in a six-year period. Lines seaned to differentiate sig­
nificantly with respect to vitality when inbreeding had reached some­
thing lilce 30 to 40 percent. 
b. Fertili^. The analysis of variance of litter size in 1945 
(table 24) shows that differaices among lines were highly significant. 
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l3}>le 24, The analysis of variance of litter size farro'sed is. 1945 
ly 12 inbred lines of Poland China swine. 
Source of vxariance Sua of Mean 
squares square 
Lines SL.15 8,29** 
Boars •sithin lines 40,1S 3.02 
liaas within "boars 281,44 3,20 
Ths 'ooay inean souare is slightly aaoller than the neaa sq^xaxe of dams, 
•faut t!ie difference "betTroea t3iese mean squares is of the order of a 
ssznpling variation, 
A cor^jarison of the line sieaas for 1945 sstd. for the period fSfom 
1939 to 1944 (table 25) ^vas ri^ade to see if the lines maintained the 
saae rclatlre positions at "both tises. The general agreeaeat here is 
not "ba^, escepfc in the case of one line, !I!he G-randee line fras tlie fourth 
line froa the top in the earlier period and "bottom in 1945, Sbe line 
aeaas "by ys^-rs fron 1939 to 1944 , table 11, siJow this line to vaary laore 
violently than, aost of the otissr lines. Its razjk amorg sl3. liaes in each 
year, stiorting with 193S; -was fifth, ninth, first, second, sixth and 
t-ffelth., ^th this jaish varia"biiity it is not surprising that the Grandees 
•psere far froa their valine in one particular year. 
The res2«ssioa of litter size on inbreeding during the earlier period 
ras used to get an esoected average litter size for 1945, EdLs expected 
value, ignoring differences in age aajong dsms in 1945, •was 5,93 pigs per 
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iPable 25. IJlie ambers of litters aad pigs fsrrotsed rjid neaa pigs 
per litter of each line in 1S45 and in tl® period froa 
1S3S to 1944. 
Line Jhsa'r^r fsrroTsed Mean litter size 
Litters Pigs 1945 1939 to 
1944 
Scoutsiaster 35 222 5,34 6.17 
Eavfceye S 60 6,67 6,53 
Enterprise 7 47 6,71 5,52 
Inforaer 6 30 5,00 6,84 
Junbo 4 24 6,00 6,14 
Kidcoff 3 22 7,33 6,67 
ChsJJaer 7 53 7,57 7,80 
Defender 8 40 5,00 6,31 
?e carle S3 1 5 5,00 5,21 
Grsndee 5 IS 3,60 7,26 
jjOLlisnce 17 118 6,94 7,84 
Blackbird 11 61 5.55 5,56 
Total or mean lis TOO 6,20 6,51 
litter, Eie observed aean for 1945 -pas .23 of a pig greater thsa this 
eroected value, SSius, meaa fertility in 1945 is in reasonablT" close 
agreeaent •adth expectations, "which are based on tba previous estijaate 
of tbe effect of inbreeding, 
iUhe coH5)onents of variance for dsas and for lines vere estiJnated 
as 3,20 and 1,03, rejectively, "Frasx the data of the earlier period 
aiallar estimates were 4,93 and .60, respectively, The mean sooare 
for daais is much sasller than the one obtained in the azialjsis of the 
earlier period, Froa the results obtained with vitality, it seeaed 
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advisable to cori^nite the fertility mean squares by years. They are 
shown in table 2S. 
"Mo definite trends or patterns -were evident. Four of the seven 
mean squares of line differences mthin years were at least signifi-
cantly greater than the corresponding one for daias nated tc the sase 
boar. In one year, 1941, the mean sqiiare for daas was slightly larger 
than either of the other two. 
None of the boar aean squares iirere sirrnifioant. Their fluctu­
ation above and beloB* the mean square for dans from year to year 
indicates that boar differences were largely sajaplinjr differences. 
This emphasizes the need for caution in drawing conclusions froa these 
data regarding the relative size of Hg and Hn. 
It seems fron this e»ciination of the mean sq\iares trithin years 
that the estimate of line differences from the average of the earlier 
six years provides a reasonably good estisate of the differentiation 
•which has occurred. Th.ere is no indication th^at the variation either 
within or between lines is departing from expectations based on addi­
tive genetic effects. 
2. Inbred versus line-cross daas 
In the comparison of inbred Tjith line-cross dams in 1S44 some 
pairs were not usable because only one member of the pair farrowed. 
This meant that some data were lost from the main comparison. In order 
to try to have all dams that farrowed available for the cojupari-
TabXe 26, Mean squares of fertility vdthin years of dams in 
12 inbred lines of Poland China evdne. 
1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1946 
Lines 10.19* 10.09 6,47 21.72»« 6.28 10 < ,77* 8.29*» 
Boars within line 3.71 9.26 6.02 2,99 4,09 7< .70 3.03 
Dams vdthin boar 3.02 7.16 6.65 4,77 4.46 e, .60 3.20 
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son of inbred and line-cross dans within "boars, at least tvo sissilar 
dans -were put in each grotro. 55ach gronp was tsad© va of inhred and 
line-croas dams that had one parental inhrod line in cotsaon, Sooe 
of the line cross dajas were three -say crosses, obtained froa aating 
sin^e cross dans to inhred boars of a third line, Sach grovp was 
sated to an inbred boar of a line not represented in any daa in the 
groxa, 
A total of 74 gilts were pat in the nating pens and 53 gilts 
sctnally farrowed litters. This *as about the saae result as that 
obtained in 1944 when 76 gilts went into the breeding pens and 52 
cajae throu^ with litters, There -sere 14 groiros in all and a dif­
ferent boar Ts&s Bated to each gccvup, A1 litters in this exserisient 
were farrowed during the fsll farrowing season, 
Vitality. The aean vitality score in 1345 was 14,68 end 
15,67 for inbred and line-cross dams, rejectir^y, The iseijhted 
aean difference ^thin groups csoxinted to 0,67 in faror of the line-
cross daaae. This difference is in the sss® direction as ms observed 
in 1S44, but it is ouch smaller, The analysia of Tariance, table 27, 
shows tiiis difference to be not significant, but since it is in the 
saae direction as in 1944, there is at least some support of the 
hypotiiesis that pigs farroiped by line—cross daias have more vitality 
than those farrowed by inbred dsms. 
The mean squares aeasuring: variability ajaong inbred dasas jaated 
to the sane bosr sad sjaong line-cross dsns mated to the saae boar 
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lable 27, SSis analysis o f  vaxisnce of vitality of pigs fsrrored "by 
inhred and lizie-^ross dssas in grox^d natings. 








Inbred versus line-cross 
dms 83 1 88,00 
Interaction (group x boar) 1420 IS 109.23 
isnong inbred dams ^dthin 
gr0x^3 2772 10 277,20** 
&!tong line-cross dsas ?ithin 










are larger than the interaction of pairs of dans *?ith boars in 1S44, 
Frora this it j^roeara that the daas •??er0 more variable in 1945 than 
th07 were in 1S44, but the difference is not large. 
2he intrsflitter mean sqnares are in the neighborhood of the 
value observed for the inbred litters farrowed in the ^ring of tl» 
sajas year, 5?he intra^litter meen square of pigs from line-cross 
dans and the average vitality of these same pigs eapport the view 
that the saall intra-litter variance of pigs from llnd-eross daasa 
in 1945 resulted frwu the vitality scores approaching their licit. 
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fertility. Ihe average litter size of inbred and line-cro38 
dams in 1945 isaa 5,75 and 7,24, rearoectirsly, IJhsse avere^s are 
greater than those in 1344 V 1,5 pigs for tlie forsser atsiS. ,37 pigs 
for the latter, She differeaics in 1345 asjoTmting to ,45 piss in favor 
of the lia^-cross dsffis is Tedxced to ,38 pigs -Bben tha difference is 
•wsi^ted V the ncnbers of litters in each boar sub-class, fhe "t" 
test yields 
t s .gS = ,414 
,86 
a Value not sl^ificant, 
Tha average inbreeding of tha inired dsas ^jas 36 percent as coia-
pared with almost no inbreeding of the line-cross gilts, OrJly three 
of the line-cross gilts had inbreeding coefficients and these were 
only slight. The eapected difference in litter sisft based on the 
difference in inbreeding sjnounts to (-,0385) (3,6) Z -1.3S pigs. In 
this year the difference rjas nuch scialler than eapected fron th® 
average differerjce in inbreedixig, When both years are considered •»« 
get en eaj^ected difference of jmproxiaately 1,32 pigs a^inst an 
observed viifferencs of about one pig, fhen the resnlts of the tiso 
years are considered together, losses of fertility fron inbreeding 
•sfere not conpletely re^JLned in the first generation after lines 
isere rocoabined at randoa. 
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YI. GVICI/'SIOSS 
1. The vitality score -whicli -was developed in this study Tur-
nishec a. satisfactory^ Hieasure of vitality, provided less than 
approxiia&tely 75 percent of the pigs sumrived to 154 days of age. 
The score's chief defect -was that it failed to raeasure differences 
amon^ survivors. Because of this the variability decreased as the 
proportion of survivors approached IC-O percent. Horrever, this re­
duction is not a serious defect -when less than 75 percent survives. 
2. The nean vitality siaionj; years differed significantly, but 
no definite trend was noted. If there was an overall time trend, 
it was obscured cy variability froi:i year to year. 
5. jJonsignificsint differences ascn?: lines in 1S39 and sig­
nificant differences araonir thes in the last four years (1S42-1S45) 
indicate that the lines isrere diverging in vitality as inbreeding 
increased. The variation among lines derived froTi one inbred source 
in 193S seened to be less th.an the variation ar^ong lines derived 
froa four different unrelated and non-inbred sources. 
These twc things indicate that lines may diverge enough for 
effective selection between lines when inbreeding has reached as 
Tiuch as SO to 35 percent. 
4. Vitality appeared to be unaffected by inbreeding as such 
7v'hen studied v/ithin year-line sub-classes. 
5, Tot^a hsritabiiity, br-c-sd on ssrerage aiffereixes ojsoag lines 
froa 193S to 1944, -rac sstisiitsd ckS 3,3 psrcer.t, ITl-ds -'js risich too 
snail to c::Klai:2. 221 inrerse i'e^.ation ("b r —.£4 ^ .59) fotaad betrresn 
litter rarle^ice siid L-ibrcsdir^. The pro3s."bilit27 of this re^^^ession 
from chsr..ce sCLone ras O.iO. i1;e cir.ta sy^jrest tl-ss,t "itality "be 
Kors offectirely clie;i£;sd liiis celectioa after lines teye bees 
jjibred "cj- c,s srach as -SO percent, tliaxi selsction vrf-tain o-afbrod or 
slis^tly izisred pcp'uls.tions, 
6, A sigaificant liassr regressioa of litter size on of dao 
was fouad, Cn the average, litter size increased 0.159 pifs for 
each increase of one ^eic in age of dr®. Jhe d^izns ranged in age faroa 
45 to 4B Tieeks at farro-aing. 
7, Jilien $ffcudied trf-thin 'boar progenies, litter sise d®ciinsd as 
iobrceding increased. On the aver2.2:©, each increase of 10 percent in 
in'breeding of tiie decreased litter sise ly .38 ?igs, A sisailar 
increase in inbreeding of pi?^ decreased litter size ,11 pigs. 
8, Tbe differences in laean litter size aoong years ras Iii^hly 
significant, iiean litter sise froa 19S9 to iS41, inclusive, •Eras .51 
pigs greater than cioan litter size from 1942 to 1944, inclusive, Ihe 
partial jregression of litter size on inoreeding of the dasa sjbow that 
this difference bet^feen the t-»o periods co-Jld hsve resulted froa in­
'breeding alone, 
9, Differences saaong line seaas for litter size 'were hi^iLy si^^ 
nificant. Lines derived froa an inbred source had a saialler aean litter 
size (not si-nixicarrfcly so) than lines derived fro.t non-inbred sources# 
The overall paeans of the former group were less variable than the latter, 
but it was not established that this difference "Has real. 
10, Total heritability of litter size based on line differences 
was estin&ted as 19,8 percent;. This estinste is slightly larger than 
nost other estirsates of repeatability and heritability, 
11, The data indicated the genotype of the pig accounted for a 
larger fraction of the total additive genetic variance than, the neno-
ty^e of the dsrai, but this uras not conclusively established. The herit­
able fraction of the total variance associated -with 5:enetic differences 
anong dams was estimated from (1) the relative 2iap;nitxide of the variances 
amon,;r full-sibs, half-sibs and non-sibs, rjated to the sane boar and (2) 
frosi the regression of litter size of daughter on litter size of dam. 
The first nethod pave negative results, and the second laethod yielded 
an estiinate Ts-hich trhen adjusted for inbreeding amounted to 5,7 percent, 
12, Comparisons between inbred and line-cross dams in isrhich none 
of the pi,-s were inbred, indicated that, on the average, losses in litter 
size -sri-.ich resulted froa. inbreeding nay not be completely regained in 
the first generation of random recombination of the lines, 
15, Vitality and fertility seened to be nore or less independ­
ent, There -was an indication that vitality decreased, at least a little, 
as litter size increased, but, in general, there ims no apparent tendency 
for those lines -snich had a high vitality aean to have either 
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a hisih or a lovr meeLa. litter size. 
14, laored lines with satisfactory vitality and fertility are 
more likely to come froia naking nany sitsall lines for the purpose of 
line selection after inbreeding has reached something like 40 or 50 
percent, than by shaking a few large lines and selecting mthin lines. 
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VII. smmu 
The effect of inbreeding on fertility and vitality was studied 
and estin-ates of the heritability of vitality score and litter size 
were obtained from the records of 12 inbred lines of Poland China 
swine front 1939 to 1945j inclusive. These lines were maintained in a 
cooperative project with United States Ijepartaient of Aci^-culture 
Regional S^wine Breeding Laboratory. A total of 5307 pigs farroi^ed hy 
S25 dams provided the riaterial. Only first litters fror. gilts vrere con­
sidered. Disproportionate sub-class numbers Indicated that the means and 
variances could "be biased in a year-line table. Constants fitted to 
the vitality data indicated that bisises from uneqxial nunibers were sraall. 
For estl .ates of i^ean litter size, a scherae of weighting based on the 
reciprocals of sub-class nuiabers was used. Total pigs fairowed was the 
measure of fertility. Vitality was nieasured with a score based on the 
age at death of those pigs that died before 154 days of age. The vitality 
score provided a measure of intra-litter variability, a characteristic 
not measurable in the usual, dead or alive at sane specified age, classi­
fication. 
The lines appeared to diverge with respect to vitality as 
inbreeding increased, but the divergence seemed to be independent of 
botri size and origin of line. Intra-sire regression of vitality on 
inbreeding indicated no significant relation between vitality and in­
breeding. Total heritability of vitality based on differences among 
liasE corrected fcr isTjreecHag iiTas esti3;n.ted as 3,2 percent, Axi 
iiitra-year resressioa of litter aiate Tsriance on inljrsddinf of -.34 i ,39 
uras found, jEbis dscrsaee of v•ar•li^oili^7 full-cijs ras lasch greater 
thsn -ras p^-sctad frost s.(2£.itiTe gsnetic c-oRaces, and indlcc.ted that inter­
actions associated with jTsnctype were important sonrcee of tie Tsriation 
of Tit.-vlitj-. ITsxiaticns in vitaitty fron yerx to yetr -ffers si^ificant, 
l3Y.t no persistant trends Trith tiats Ters spparcnt. 
Differences asong lines -pith res^pect to litter size "ssre highly si^ 
nific^nt, cut ths diffcrsnces did not 5X>t>erjp tc bs associatsd either 
size or origin of line, Tiic pcj-tid rsgre^.sion ccefficie;its of litter 
r.l7S on inbreeding of dss and pig Trith age of dsn ccnstcnt -TSTQ -,CS3 
and -,011, rsspectively, .to indicated trend T.dth ttce in -s-ri-ch nvsrage 
litter sise for sll lines declined c.t 3. rste of .17 pigs psr yesr sug-
rested thi,t iiv2r3edir.g coiild 'Tigye acccTated for the decline in litter 
size daring: the period cf the records. Total hsritability "bcsed on 
line difftrsnosE end corrected for intreeding irns est.lrsn.ted n.s 1£ per^ 
cent. CtVisr pnc-lislisd sst:z£-tGs of rsps-tabiiitj cn.?. i^sritaillity of 
litter siss indic-te that thfs vrslne nsy 37sr estirn-te additive ^netic 
effects, istiiistcs of in-tra-sire rarisncs of litter size a-'iong full-silis, 
lislf-sibs, md non-sits eho--cd fiiLl-si'bs to te Korc vsris,ole tb^n half-
si'bs and non-sics, \ki esq^lcnation cf fris greater mrlnbilitv- ssong 
fuLl-sibs 11:3.3 i^parent frcr: the data, Intra-sire re,fression of litter 
size of dau^ter on litter size of daa gs-^e a rc-j^ression coefficient of 
",022. When corrected for iiforeeding the additive effect of the genes 
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of the dam on litter size was estiraited as 5.7 percent# 
Comparisons of line-cross pigs farrowed by inbred and line-cross 
dasss favored the liae-cross daas in each of tisro years, but the dif­
ferences vjere not statistically sigriificant in either year. 
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